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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A couple of years ago, the Queens Activist Committee of the advocacy group Transportation Alternatives (TAQ) approached Hunter
College with an idea for a planning studio. Queens Boulevard, an arterial road slicing diagonally through the borough from Long
Island City to Jamaica, has for years maintained its reputation as the “Boulevard of Death” despite the New York City Department of
Transportation’s (NYC DOT) attempts to make it safer for pedestrians and cyclists.
Many TAQ members felt that NYC DOT’s approach was piecemeal, unambitious, and lacking in imagination. Could planning students
do better?
That’s what we spent the 2014-2015 school year trying to do. We have looked at Queens Boulevard from every angle—its history;
the demographic characteristics of the people who live on and around it; the zoning and uses of the land that surrounds it; the way it
looks and feels to people in cars, on foot, and on bikes; and of course its physical characteristics as a street. We even tried to get into
the minds of the people who use it, to figure out how they could stop endangering themselves and others.
What we found was an anachronism from the mid-20th Century: a concrete delivery system to get cars, most of them from other
parts of the City or Long Island, into Manhattan and back again. Its history suggests that Queens Boulevard, from its earliest days,
was designed to achieve this goal as quickly as possible, with few pesky distractions in the form of speed limit enforcement, traffic
lights, buses, or people with the nerve to walk or ride a bike instead of drive a car.
While Queens Boulevard performs this function with depressing efficiency, it also has effects that we can hope were unintended. It
acts as a tall and forbidding wall between the neighborhoods above and below it. Its appearance, ranging from grim and desolate to
merely ugly over most of the length of the corridor, drives most of the people who have to go there to leave as soon as possible. And
every year, except for a short-lived hiatus in 2011, pedestrians are killed there.
The people of Queens deserve better. And our analysis confirms that it shouldn’t be hard to give it to them.
The de Blasio Administration’s Vision Zero program is a great start to making streets like Queens Boulevard safer. But our findings
on behavior and psychology suggest that distraction is prevalent among all users. If the street is re-designed to comfortably
accommodate different modes and to be more inviting and attractive, people might look up from their gadgets.
Vision Zero won’t help anyone if it’s not enforced. So we propose focusing NYPD resources on laws such as failure to yield, and
automating the enforcement of other laws, like the new arterial slow zone on Queens Boulevard, to the fullest extent possible. This
will require Albany’s blessing, but if local officials know it’s important to voters, they’ll work to get it done.
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One reason Queens Boulevard is so bleak in many spots east of Roosevelt Avenue is the fact the much of the surrounding streetscape
is made up of ugly, low-slung body shops, gas stations, drive-thru restaurants, and other auto-oriented businesses. At a time when
demand for housing in New York City is at an all-time high, we think parts of the Queens Boulevard corridor are ripe for zoning
changes that would increase allowable density for housing—including urgently needed affordable housing—and provide a better
mix of commercial services for residents, and we’ve proposed zoning and land use changes to get those results.
Of course, Queens Boulevard is, primarily, a street, and it has to function as one. But we think it has been a street almost exclusively
devoted to cars for much too long. With more lanes and fewer cars than arterial roads such as Northern Boulevard, Rockaway
Boulevard, and Linden Boulevard, there’s plenty of space to add separate lanes for bikes and buses. The long-suffering riders of the
Q60, and people who want to use the bike lanes on the Queensboro Bridge to get to work, deserve an efficient, reliable, and safe
ride just as much as commuters from Long Island. And the excess capacity on Queens Boulevard should be used to give it to them,
not to make speeding easy and convenient (the way it is now on many parts of the corridor, according to our data).
The measures we propose to design a better street are also ways to design more inviting neighborhoods. Better lighting and signs,
and more trees and benches, won’t just make sidewalks safer, more comfortable, and more welcoming. They can be designed to
reflect the qualities that make these neighborhoods—some of the most diverse in the country—so special.
These are short- and medium-term steps straight out of a toolbox shared between a city planner and an enlightened traffic engineer.
For the long term, we have a bigger idea: a linear park running down the center of the (mostly park-starved) Queens Boulevard
corridor. There would still be ample room for cars, but buses and bikes would travel in lanes protected by permanent concrete
buffers. The reclaimed park space in the middle could be used for art shows and food kiosks, performances and parties, mingling and
relaxing.
Queens Boulevard has been a thoroughfare long enough. We think it’s time it became a destination. Our plan can serve as a
roadmap.
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II. INTRODUCTION
   
Studio background

slow zone”--rather than ten or twenty miles faster. And they wanted
a big, unified vision for Queens Boulevard, rather than the piecemeal
tweaks that have characterized the New York City Department of
Transportation’s (NYC DOT) improvements.

We spent two semesters studying Queens Boulevard--known within
New York City as the “Boulevard of Death” because of its notorious
history of crashes fatal to drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists--and
considering ways to make it better.   
   
Rather than focusing only on typical traffic calming techniques, we
looked more broadly at the concerns and aspirations of the people
who live around, and use, the street: residents as well as drivers,
cyclists, and pedestrians. We wanted to propose interventions that
could complement economic development and community-building
efforts in this diverse and growing area and make it a safe and pleasant
place to spend time.   

While we wanted to respond to our client’s desire for a vision for
Queens Boulevard in line with their campaign, we also considered how
the existing conditions, and our proposed changes, would affect other
stakeholders. These include all of the people who live on and near
Queens Boulevard; students at LaGuardia Community College and
other nearby schools; people who own businesses on and near Queens
Boulevard; people who use these stores, restaurants, and services;
commuters using transit links and sidewalks as well as cars; and people
who want to use bicycles for commuting, other transportation, or
recreation. Only a vision that works for everyone has a chance of being
implemented.

Client and Other Stakeholders
Our client was the Queens chapter of Transportation Alternatives
(TA), an advocacy group founded in 1973 that promotes safe and
abundant options for cycling, walking, and transit in New York City.
TA’s Queens Activist Committee (TAQ) was established in 2005, and
“Zero on Queens Boulevard” is one of their priority campaigns. TAQ
has collected more than 6,500 signatures for a petition calling for bike
lanes, pedestrian spaces, and Select Bus Service on Queens Boulevard
and commissioned renderings of Queens Boulevard with trees, bike
lanes, and other amenities from architect and urban designer John
Massengale.1
At our first meeting with representatives from TAQ, the magnitude
of the challenge was clear: Queens Boulevard isn’t one street, “there
are five or six Queens Boulevards.” They wanted us to figure out ways
to unite the neighborhoods north and south of Queens Boulevard,
which are currently bifurcated by the wide expanse of concrete and
fast-moving traffic. They wanted a street design that makes driving
at posted speed limits--Queens Boulevard is now a 25 mph “arterial
1
levard

Source: Brownstoner.com

See http://transalt.org/getinvolved/neighborhood/queens/queensbou-
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Study Area
Queens Boulevard is a 7.2 mile thoroughfare that runs diagonally through Queens, connecting Long Island City in the northwest to Jamaica in
the southeast through a street network that is mostly laid out in a grid form. In Long Island City, Queens Boulevard connects to the Ed Koch
Queensboro Bridge, one of only three crossings over the East River to Manhattan and the only one that allows pedestrians and cyclists. The
bridge is currently the only toll-free option into Manhattan from Queens--although some people and groups, working together in a coalition
known as MoveNY, have proposed changing that.
Queens Boulevard traverses multiple Queens neighborhoods, highways, public transit, and commercial areas. Overall, we are looking at Queens
Boulevard from Sunnyside, in western Queens, to the intersection with the Jackie Robinson Parkway in Kew Gardens. But because the street is so
long, we have focused our analysis and proposals on three smaller areas.
Each area represents a different urban typology and the multifaceted problems encountered by people traveling along Queens Boulevards,
especially those who are not driving. These variations in the built environment--buildings, sidewalks, amenities, and streets--were among the
criteria we used to narrow our focus. But we selected the boundaries of each of these areas based on crash data provided by the New York State
Department of Transportation (NYS DOT), which we used to identify areas that have a high concentration of crashes over the past few years, and
discussions with TAQ members, many of whom live near Queens Boulevard.

Crash Map of Study Areas, January 2007 - April
2014.
Source: NYSDOT
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Sunnyside
Our Sunnyside study area is
bounded by 46th Street to the west
and 58th Street to the east. Crashes
are less prevalent here than on other
stretches of Queens Boulevard,
though they still occur.
The Sunnyside neighborhood is
situated in western Queens adjacent
to Long Island City and Astoria.
Overall, Sunnyside is more dense
and conventionally urban than
many parts of Queens. But east of
Roosevelt/Greenpoint Avenues,
its character and scale change
dramatically, becoming much more
desolate and auto-oriented with
the introduction of express lanes
in the center of Queens Boulevard.
This is also the point at which the 7
train running above the median of
Queens Boulevard takes a turn to
follow Roosevelt Avenue.
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Retail Malls
Our study area focused on the
retail malls and big-box stores
clustered along Queens Boulevard
extends from Grand Avenue to
64th Road. Intricate and highvolume intersections, such as
the intersection of Woodhaven
Boulevard and the Long Island
Expressway (LIE), dominate this
study area, with drastic geometric
changes challenging pedestrians
and vehicles alike.
It’s also a transit hub, with stops for
the local M and R subway lines as
well as multiple bus lines including
the Q11, Q21, Q29, Q38, Q52, Q53,
Q59, Q60, and Q72.
There’s little to entice all of these
shoppers and travelers to spend
more time here when they have
finished shopping. The built
environment in this study area
is particularly bleak, with blank
street walls and few amenities for
pedestrians and cyclists despite
heavy use.
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Forest Hills
Our Forest Hills study area is
bounded by 68th Drive to the west
and Ascan Avenue to the east. TAQ
suggested that we look closely at
Forest Hills because it has a high
incidence of crashes, a high density
of residential units, and the longest
pedestrian crossing on Queens
Boulevard at Yellowstone Boulevard.
Its destinations are fewer in number
and more diffuse, situated primarily
around the express subway stop
at Forest Hills/71st Avenue and
MTA bus stops for the Q23, Q60,
and Q64 routes. Most businesses
are neighborhood amenities for
residents, such as doctors’ and
dentists’ offices.
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LaGuardia Case Study
We added the area around
LaGuardia Community College-Thomson Avenue and Queens
Boulevard from 29th Street to 33rd
Street--after attending our first
TAQ meeting. At the meeting, staff
from the college expressed concern
about pedestrian safety even after
traffic calming interventions by the
city’s Department of Transportation
(DOT). With thousands of college
and high school students using
the intersections along Thomson
Avenue and Queens Boulevard to
access the 7 train at its 33rd Street
station, we wanted to explore the
reasons that safety problems persist
and what additional measures might
mitigate them.
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Problems with Queens Boulevard: The Big Picture
The factors that contribute to Queens Boulevard’s dubious reputation
are obvious, but they have persisted despite efforts to improve it. Most
of these efforts have taken the form of transportation engineering-measures such as changes in signaling, high-visibility crosswalks,
reduction of the posted speed limit. Despite these interventions, over
and over again, in public forums and private discussions people say the
same things:
•
•
•
•

Queens Boulevard feels unsafe, especially for people who are
not in cars
It divides neighborhoods in what is perhaps the most
neighborhood-oriented borough
It’s unwelcoming and ugly
It has no sense of place despite its location in a hub of diversity
and culture

Our Goals
Mindful of the failure of transportation-only interventions (and the
announcement of Vision Zero) to deliver real change, we set out to
develop a comprehensive and holistic plan of improvement for the
whole of Queens Boulevard--not just selected hotspots--comprising:
•

•
•

Proposals to make Queens Boulevard safer including street and
urban design interventions; better enforcement of traffic safety
laws; and new policies that rebalance the advantages currently
enjoyed by drivers, even when they do harm
Proposals to make Queens Boulevard more welcoming to all
users, whether they are walking, cycling, using transit, or driving
Proposals to make Queens Boulevard more attractive for all
users

Our overall objective was to develop short- and long-term steps to
make Queens Boulevard a destination, not just a thoroughfare.
We believe that Queens Boulevard can become an asset and not just a
necessity--or worse, a liability--in the whole borough it’s named for.
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PLANNING METHODS
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III. PLANNING METHODS
As we began to formulate our plan and refine our vision, we
approached the project as a somewhat abbreviated version of a
real planning project. Our approach entailed a literature review;
street design, traffic/speed, land use, and urban design surveys;
consultation with publicly available data sources and Freedom of
Information Law (FOIL) requests to NYC DOT and NYS DOT; and
multiple avenues of public engagement.
Throughout the process, we relied on four guiding questions to
maintain our focus:
•
•
•
•

Who lives on and around Queens Boulevard?
Who uses Queens Boulevard?
What does Queens Boulevard look and feel like?
Where does Queens Boulevard need interventions?

Literature Review
Much has been written about the auto-centric transportation
culture in the US.
Deaths from bike and pedestrian crashes with cars have fallen
dramatically since the Fatality Analysis Reporting System was
introduced in 1975. Since then, pedestrian deaths have dropped
43 percent and bike deaths are down 39 percent, according to
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS).1
The patterns associated with these deaths have changed as well.
Pedestrian death rates have always been highest among the
elderly, but IIHS research suggests that those among children
(0-12) are way down. Cyclist deaths follow a similar pattern, with
1
Williams, A. F. 2013. Protecting Pedestrians and Bicyclists: Some Observations and Research Opportunities. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety,
Arlington, Virginia

far fewer deaths among cyclists younger than 16.2 The location
of most bike and pedestrian crash deaths has shifted from rural
to urban areas. But the IIHS report detailing these statistics also
cited 2010 NHTSA estimates of non-fatal crashes (about 70,000
for peds and 52,000 for cyclists) “with substantial undercounting
likely” and its author predicted that parallel trends are likely with
such crashes regarding victim age.
The study recommends that countermeasures focus on needs
and design changes for older pedestrians; crash epidemiology
within immigrant populations; the increasing concentration
of crashes in urban areas; and overrepresentation of crashes
on urban arterials. This description sounds a lot like Queens
Boulevard.3
Surveys
In addition to our literature review, we based our
recommendations on data compiled in surveys of our study areas.
Street Design
This survey focused on street and intersection design elements
that affect how people drive on Queens Boulevard as well as
those with implications for safety, such as crosswalks, curb ramps,
and lighting.
Traffic/Speed
We used a radar gun to measure and record vehicle speeds in the
Sunnyside and Malls study areas.

2
3

Ibid.
See page 128 for a comprehensive bibliography of this report.
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Land Use

Public Engagement

We undertook a lot-by-lot survey in our three primary study
areas, looking at primary ground floor uses and estimating
building heights.

Working with Our Client

Urban Design
For this survey we focused on a variety of design elements, such
as sidewalk condition and cleanliness, at-grade obstructions,
street trees, lighting, and street wall quality, that help determine
whether city streets are welcoming, interesting, and comfortable.
Other Data - Public Databases and FOIL Requests
Traffic Volume
The sources for the traffic volume data used in the study are
the NYS DOT and the NYC DOT. The New York State Average
Annualized Daily Traffic (AADT) for the year 2012 is available to
the public via the NYS DOT’s web page on the New York State
GIS Clearinghouse.4 We also submitted a Freedom of Information
Law (FOIL) request to the NYC DOT for all local traffic volume
data for Queens Boulevard since 2000.
Crash Data
Crash data for the entire length of Queens Boulevard, from
Jackson Avenue to Jamaica Avenue, and the immediate area
surrounding LaGuardia Community College, from January 1, 2007
to March 31, 2014 was obtained through a FOIL request to the
NYS DOT.

TAQ, and its parent organization, TA, have spent a lot of
time assessing the neighborhoods around Queens Boulevard
and encouraging residents to articulate their concerns. This
provided a good starting point for us: we had a sense of the
areas people found most dangerous, and of the aspects of
Queens Boulevard that people found the most troublesome in
other ways. A representative of our studio attended most TAQ
meetings throughout the year, to keep its leaders apprised of our
progress and track new concerns. But no planning process can be
complete without public engagement. Not everyone has the time
or inclination to get involved with advocacy groups such as TA,
so we looked for other ways to engage the people living on and
around Queens Boulevard.
Public Participation GIS Project
In order to gauge the psychology of Queens Boulevard, we
created a paper and online survey for users to share their
thoughts on which intersections are “safe” and “unsafe” in the
Forest Hills study area. We interviewed people out on the street,
enabled posting on online message boards, collected basic
demographic information, and asked respondents to tell us why
they feel a particular intersection is safe or unsafe.
We used this data to create an online heat map with a breakdown
of the survey responses. A word cloud reflected the qualitative
feedback we received. Our respondents highlighted themes such
as recklessness, turning vehicular traffic, and distance to cross.

4
New York State Department of Transportation. 2012. NYS Average
Annualized Daily Traffic
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NYC DOT Queens Boulevard Workshop
Queens Boulevard is also a priority for the de Blasio
Administration’s Department of Transportation. Several of us
attended an NYC DOT workshop focused on a segment of
Queens Boulevard from 48th Street to 74th Street. This was not
perfectly aligned with our focused study areas--it captured only
the eastern part of our Sunnyside study area--but we saw it as
an opportunity to get first-hand public input, and to observe how
NYC DOT interacts with the public.
Despite being poorly publicized and somewhat ill-timed, on
a cold, dark midweek night in January, more than 100 people
turned out for the workshop. The concerns raised by attendees
were similar to those we heard in other venues, including
speeding cars, long crossing distances, Queens Boulevard’s
divisive impact, and its generally unpleasant and unwelcoming
quality. But many of the attendees were drivers as well as
cyclists and pedestrians, and they also expressed concern about
congestion and its impact on air quality as well as diversion of
traffic onto neighborhood streets.
It was encouraging to see and meet so many people at the
event, and we felt that it would help push the NYC DOT to focus
more sustained attention on Queens Boulevard. TAQ had been
frustrated by what they saw as the agency’s previous timid and
piecemeal approach.

A word cloud of the qualitative feedback we received.
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the DOT workshop: that changes such as turn bans can have an
impact on local residential side streets, so we need to consider
the larger community in our recommendations. The last two
exercises presented images from celebrated transportation
corridors in other parts of the city (Ocean Parkway and Eastern
Parkway) and all over the world, as well as a list of values to help
the participants articulate what they truly would like to see on
Queens Boulevard.

“Make it less like a major highway and more
something we can be proud of”
“Service Road space is being wasted right
now”
“With more bikes, there will be less cars”
“Signal timing encourages driving over 25
mph--more like 30 or 40”
Studio Focus Group
In March, as we were refining our recommendations, we held
our own workshop, specifically targeted to all our focus areas,
at Queens Borough Hall. We planned the workshop to be
both informative and interactive so that we could share our
findings and listen to the communities’ concerns. During the
first exercise, participants identified locations that they felt were
either unsafe or safe and provided explanatory comments. The
participants’ input confirmed something we had also seen at

The input we received from the workshop5 was valuable and our
planning process would not be complete without it. But we also
learned that planning public events can be a challenge. Reaching
potential participants required some ingenuity. Bad weather
threatened to derail our workshop, although happily it held off
until the following day. We had to stay flexible right up until the
time the event started. But this, like other aspects of the studio,
has been a great lesson in the way planning works in the real
world.
Senior Center Mini-workshop
During our fieldwork, some of us met with staff of the Rego Park
Senior Center, who invited us to speak with the seniors who
frequent the center located right on Queens Boulevard in the
Retail Malls Study Area. We took the opportunity to hold another
workshop at the center, following a similar process to our first
workshop but focusing more on participant input. We felt this
was a particularly important step since the NYC DOT had already
studied the area and recommended safety improvements.6 Our
main takeaway from the workshop was that the seniors would
prefer more seating areas to foster a community feeling and give
people places to take a rest during their daily activities.7
5
See: Appendix III for Studio Focus Group Results
6
New York City Department of Transportation. 2013. “Safe Streets for
Seniors: Rego Park, Queens.” Final Report, August
7
See: Appendix IV for Mini Workshop at the Rego Park Senior Center
Results
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Traffic on Queens Boulevard, 1933. Source: nydailynews.com via Forgotten Queens
Queens Boulevard near 75 Avenue, 1937 Source: forgotten-ny.com via New York City Department of Records
Queens Boulevard, No Date. Source: bikenyc.org

IV: HISTORY AND DEMOGRAPHICS

To make sure our recommendations were appropriate and
realistic, we had to ground them in history. Queens Boulevard
has no idealized past; it helped to solidify the automobile age’s
grip on New York City. But we looked at the history through the
prism of our guiding questions: who lives on and around Queens
Boulevard? Are they the same people speeding down the road
during weekday morning and evening rush hours? And are they
benefiting from its current form?

a few years later, was integral to the rapid growth that followed.9
The street itself grew, too. Queens Boulevard was widened
in the 1920s and 30s, expanding to the eight to twelve lanes
it comprises today. In 1941, the New York City planning

Context and History
Queens Boulevard, originally called Hoffman Boulevard, after
former New York City Mayor and New York State Governor
John Hoffman.8 was opened to traffic in 1910, a year after the
Queensboro Bridge and the tunnels for the Pennsylvania Railroad
built below the East River greatly strengthened the borough’s
connection with Manhattan. It was mapped as the main arterial
road in Queens and, along with the subway service that followed
8

Kew Gardens Civic Association. Undated. History of Queens Boulevard

New York Times Headline, October 9, 1971. Source: New York Times

department recommended that it be converted to an expressway,
NY 25, from the Queensboro Bridge connection in Long Island
City to Hillside Avenue in Jamaica.10 That plan was never fully
9
Seyfried, Vincent F. 2004. A Walk Through Queens. Text accompanying the website associated with a television program produced by Thirteen/
WNET New York
10
Eastern Roads. Undated. NY 25 Queens Boulevard Express Highway Unbuilt. History of Queens Boulevard
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implemented, but it was the the rationale for the underpass built
for the express lanes under Woodhaven Boulevard and the Long
Island Expressway.11
But even if it’s not official, users can be forgiven for thinking
of Queens Boulevard as a highway of sorts. The history of the
street runs parallel to the history of postwar development in the
United States and the damage car culture did to American cities.
Efforts to better integrate other forms of transportation along the
corridor date back to the early 1970s, when Sam Schwartz, then
a junior transportation engineer in the city’s Traffic Department,
attempted to introduce a contraflow bus lane. Taxi drivers,
unhappy to be excluded from using the lanes, surrounded the
buses and impeded their passage, making it impossible for them
to reach Manhattan. Schwartz’s boss immediately backed down.
“New York was completely different then,” Schwartz told us
in an interview.12 “Taxis and drivers were a more unified group
of people. AAA (the American Automobile Association) was a
dominant force.”
Other factors affected transportation planning during this era as
11
12

Ibid.
Schwartz, S. 2015. Personal interview, February 4

well. “In the 1970s, bike lanes were seen as inviting in black teens
to steal ladies’ pocketbooks,” Schwartz said. “In the early 80s, we
installed physically separated bike lanes, but there were so many
complaints we had to remove them after two months.”13
Why? Because of complaints from
drivers. That’s a familiar situation
in New York City, but almost
everything else has changed.
“Now bike lanes are associated
with hipsters and rising rents,”
said Schwartz. And while
many drivers still oppose bike
lanes, slow zones, and other
traffic calming measures, the
opposition usually doesn’t have
the same impact. “It’s more than
a 360 degree turn—it’s a spiral,”
said Schwartz. “The world has
changed. AAA has declined in
influence. Drivers have been
battered in a way, made to
feel like villains. There’s no
organization among drivers, and
there’s tremendous organization
on the part of bike people.”14

Former Transportation Commissioner
Janette Sadik-Khan was instrumental
in improving bike and pedestrian
infrastructure in New York City.
Source: streetsblog.org

TA is one of the groups that
helped bring about this reversal, and it’s undeniable that nondrivers have more clout now. Changes in federal transportation
policy, starting with the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 199115 made it easier to fund bike and
pedestrian projects, and the Department of City Planning and
Bike lanes installed in 1980 aroused passions and didn’t last long.
Sources: New York Times (left) and midlifecycling.blogspot.com (right)

13
14
15

Ibid.
Ibid.
P.L. 102-240
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DOT released a Bicycle Master Plan in 1997.16 Bike infrastructure
started to appear, and the effort accelerated after thenMayor Michael Bloomberg appointed Janette Sadik-Khan as
transportation commissioner.
But change comes hard and slowly, and there have been setbacks
along the way. In 2009, for example, the DOT removed a new
bike lane along 14 blocks of Bedford Avenue in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn, after clashes between cyclists and the strong
Hasidic Jewish community living in the area. Cyclists, in turn,
surreptitiously repainted the lane.17 Controversy also erupted
over lanes on Kent Avenue, on Grand Street in Manhattan’s
Chinatown, and on Staten Island.18
And pedestrians, though much greater in number, don’t have
the same level of organization and impact that cyclists have.
Although almost everyone who travels in New York City uses its
sidewalks at some point during the day, and most transportation
advocacy groups work on behalf of pedestrians as well as cyclists,
pedestrian safety hasn’t been the same rallying point that bike
safety has. Campaigns such as TA’s Families for Safe Streets,
created on behalf of crash victims’ survivors, are seeking to
change that.
Their mission is necessary, because walking around Queens
Boulevard is still dangerous. In the thirty-plus years that the city
has kept detailed fatality records, there is only one--2011--during
which no pedestrians have been killed there.19

16
New York City Departments of City Planning and Transportation. 1997.
New York City Bicycle Master Plan
17
Farrell, S.P. 2009. “Cyclists Redraw the Lines in Brooklyn.” Post on The
New York Times’ City Room blog, December 8
18
Goodman, J.D. and S.P. Farrell. 2009. “As Bike Lanes Proliferate, So Do
Disputes.” Post on The New York Times’ City Room blog, August 25
19
New York City Department of Transportation. 2012. NYC DOT Installs
Countdown Signals on Queens Boulevard. Press release #12-04, January 24

McDowell’s from the iconic movie Coming to America.
Source: onthesetofnewyork.com

DOT’s safety interventions have certainly helped, but they haven’t
solved the safety problem, nor have they done much to make
Queens Boulevard a more inviting, less divisive and intimidating
place. While it has made appearances in popular culture as the
place where Prince Akeem found a job at McDowell’s in the
movie Coming to America, or the setting of Vincent Chase’s star
turn in the HBO series Entourage, Queens Boulevard still holds
the local title “Boulevard of Death.”
Demographics
To get a better sense of the people who are most affected by the
problems associated with Queens Boulevard--the people who live
on and around it--we examined data from the 2010 United States
Census and the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey
2008 - 2012 Five Year Estimates, looking at census tracts along
Queens Boulevard in our three study areas.
Age
The population living in this area along Queens Boulevard is
151,599, which is seven percent of the entire population of
Queens. This area has a higher senior population (people 65
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or older) than the county on average: 14.9 percent, compared
to 12.9 percent in the borough as a whole. This means Queens
Boulevard is home to a comparatively more vulnerable
population.
People with mobility impairments might need extra time to
cross streets, especially very wide ones like Queens Boulevard.
Pedestrian crash death rates have always been, and continue to
be, highest among people at least 70 years old.20 And research
suggests that conventional traffic-calming measures aren’t
necessarily as effective in an aging population.21
Country of Origin
Along Queens Boulevard, 54.8 percent of the population is
foreign born, compared with 47.7 percent in Queens overall. A
lot of these residents speak languages other than English, so they
might have trouble understanding safety signs and signals--for
example, caution signs warning that a pedestrian was killed at a
particular intersection, so crossings should be undertaken with
extra care.
With the exception of the Asian population, minority percentages
are higher in Queens as a whole as compared to the tracts along
Queens Boulevard. The majority of the population along Queens
Boulevard is white alone (38 percent), closely followed by Asian
(33.1 percent) and then Hispanic (24.3 percent).

20
Williams, A. F. 2013. Protecting Pedestrians and Bicyclists: Some Observations and Research Opportunities. Insurance Institute for Highway Safety,
Arlington, Virginia
21
See, for example, Boot, W., N. Charness, A. Mitchum, R. Landbeck, and
C. Stothart. 2014. Final Report: Aging Road User Studies of Intersection Safety.
Final Report No. BDV30 TWO 977-04, Department of Psychology, Florida State
University for Florida Department of Transportation

Commuting
When they go to work, most people living along Queens
Boulevard don’t drive. Only 21.3 percent drive a car to work as
compared to 38.8 percent in all of Queens. 68.4 percent use
public transit to get to work, while in the rest of Queens the
figure is only 52 percent. The rates for walking are higher along
Queens Boulevard as well, 6.7 percent, compared with 5.7
percent in all of Queens. The statistics for cycling are relatively
low for both areas, which is one of the reasons TAQ approached
Hunter College to conduct this studio. This data suggests that
most of the people driving along Queens Boulevard during
rush hours are not those who live there, but people coming
from outside this neighborhood.
A lot of people here are using transit and walking despite having
relatively long commutes. Along Queens Boulevard 32.3 percent
of residents have a 40-59 minute commute to work, compared to
all Queens, for which the figure drops to 22.2 percent.
Income
Income distribution varies among the study areas. In the tracts
immediately surrounding Queens Boulevard, Sunnyside has the
most households with a lower annual median income (between
$10,000 and $74,999). In Forest Hills, there are generally more
affluent Households with incomes over $75,000. Incomewise, the
Malls area generally fell between the other two.
However, the overall median income for the three study areas
was the lowest in Sunnyside and the highest in Forest Hills.22

22

See: Appendix V for Median income chart
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Housing Values
Housing values in each of the areas are relatively affordable with most units in the $200,000 and $299,999 price range. But Forest
Hills has more higher value homes ($1 million or more) than the other study areas, and the Malls area has more homes at the lower
end of the price spectrum. Median rents are higher in Sunnyside and decline moving east along Queens Boulevard to Forest Hills.
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Moving Away from Queens Boulevard
Initially we looked at the census tracts immediately adjacent to
Queens Boulevard. But to better understand the wider area, we
drew GIS buffers around Queens Boulevard to identify the next
two “layers” of tracts, moving one step away from the adjacent
tracts each time. This enabled us to compare the demographics
and transportation choices of those who live right along Queens
Boulevard with those who live further away but still in close
proximity.

Buffer Map of the three buffers created surrounding Queens Boulevard to look at
demographic trends.

Generally, younger people live further away from Queens
Boulevard, and more seniors live right along Queens Boulevard.
Moving outward, the Hispanic population increases and the nonHispanic population decreases. As one might expect, people
living closer to Queens Boulevard are more likely to use public
transportation to get to work and fewer of them drive to work.
The percentage that use bikes for commuting increases moving
away from Queens Boulevard, but the numbers are still very
low.23
With the exception of Forest Hills, residents along the Boulevard
work in similar industries. The Sunnyside and Retail Malls study
areas each had majority educational services/health care/social
assistance despite the fact that relatively few jobs in these fields
are available nearby. The Malls area also had a high number of
residents in the Finance, Insurance and Real Estate industries.
Forest Hills stands out as different, with educational services/
health care as the top employers, followed by professional/
scientific services.24

23
See : Appendix V for First Buffer – Full Length QB
See: Appendix V for First-Second-Third Buffer Comp
Demographic Table by Buffers

24

See: Appendix V chart of all industries
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BEHAVIOR &
ENFORCEMENT

V. RESULTS: EXISTING CONDITIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS
Working through the data we collected, guided by our four
questions, we found ample opportunity for near- and mediumterm interventions that are entirely feasible. These include
changes in policy and enforcement aimed at bringing about
safer behavior among all users of Queens Boulevard; land use
changes to make this part of Queens better suited to current and
future residents; traffic, mobility, and street design changes to
move more people, including non-drivers, safely and efficiently
toward their destinations; and urban design changes to unify
the neighborhoods along Queens Boulevard and make it more
inviting for everyone.
BEHAVIOR AND ENFORCEMENT   
Existing Conditions
The streets of New York City are replete with bad behavior.
As millions of people try to get where they’re going, plenty of
them aggressively claim space, whether they are drivers failing
to yield to pedestrians in the crosswalk, or pedestrians crossing
midblock against the signal. And one common factor that makes
the streets, especially urban arterial streets such as Queens
Boulevard, particularly dangerous: distraction.
Everyone is Behaving Badly: Drivers...
As terrible as Queens Boulevard, and roads like it, are, the
public health literature is clear that the vast majority of crashes
caused by user error. Renowned traffic safety scientist Leonard
Evans suggests that more than 90 percent of auto crashes are
attributed to driver error.1 Even among crashes involving only
1

Evans, L. 1996. “The Dominant Role of Driver Behavior in Traffic Safe-
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DISTRACTIONS!
DISTRACTIONS!
DISTRACTIONS!
Distraction Shaving (Source: consumerreports.org)
Distraction Bike (Source: thesun.co.uk)
Distraction Ped (Source: digitaltrends.com)

cars, public debates tend to focus on what might have gone
wrong with the vehicle--as in the recent furor over ignition
switches in some General Motors cars--when the real problem is
usually how cars are driven.2
In our gadget-obsessed era, the problem of distracted driving
is widely acknowledged. Even the Federal government is on the
case, with a website, distraction.gov, detailing the problem and
ways to counter it. Yet in statistics compiled by the government,
only 17 percent of crashes are attributed to distraction.3
ty.” American Journal of Public Health Vol. 86, No. 6: 784-786. [Editorial and
Comment
2
Gladwell, M. 2015. “The Engineer’s Lament: Two Ways of Thinking
About Automotive Safety.” The New Yorker, May 4
3
US Department of Transportation National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 2015. Traffic Safety Facts Research Note: Distracted Driving 2013.
Report no. DOT HS 812 132, April

That figure seems low, and it probably is. A study published in
2006, when fewer people used smartphones, examined data from
drivers monitored for a year via special instruments in their cars.
The researchers found that distraction from all sources, including
eating, contributed to 22 percent of crashes and near-crashes.4
It seems unlikely that, as cars are equipped with more screens
and more people use smartphones, the figure has dropped.
But the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Fatality
Analysis Reporting System does not, at this point, have a way to
accurately and reliably determine whether distraction played a
role in a fatal crash. Investigators at the scene usually have to rely
4
Goodwin, A., B. Kirley, L. Sandt, W. Hall, L. Thomas, N. O’Brien, and D.
Summerlin. 2013. Countermeasures that Work: A Highway Safety Countermeasure Guide for State Highway Offices (Seventh Edition). Report No. DOT HS 811
727. Washington DC: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
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using electronic devices while walking or biking.6
Texting while walking is considered particularly
dangerous.7 In addition, research suggests that
significant numbers of pedestrians (37 percent) and
cyclists (25 percent) killed in crashes have high bloodalcohol concentrations.8
Handset and Texting Bans Aren’t Helping Enough
Handset/texting bans are the primary statutory
response to distraction; almost all states have
enacted them.9 But the problem persists. Some
research suggests that the bans are not effective. In
fact, insurance claims filed with collision insurance
companies were higher after texting bans were
enacted in California, Louisiana, Minnesota, and
Washington.10 While texting or talking on a cellphone
handset is obviously dangerous for drivers, there are
many other things that can distract them, including
talking to passengers, eating, grooming, and fiddling
with the car’s music system or other controls

Cell Phone Use Versus Other Sources of Driver Behavior IIHS (Source:IIHS)

on self-reporting from drivers.5
...As Well As Pedestrians and Cyclists
Despite the much greater risk to their safety, pedestrians and cyclists also
engage in dangerous behavior. Substantial numbers of them--more than 20
percent of cyclists and more than a quarter of pedestrians surveyed--report
5
National Safety Council. 2013. Crashes Involving Cell Phones: Challenges of Collecting and Reporting Reliable Crash Data

6
Schroeder, P. and M. Wilbur. 2013. 2012 National survey
of bicyclist and pedestrian attitudes and behavior, volume 2:
Findings report. (Report No. DOT HS 811 841 B) Washington, DC:
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
7
Alan M. Voorhees Transportation Center, Edward J.
Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy. 2014. Potential
Solutions to Address Distracted Driving and Walking in New Jersey
8
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Highway Loss
Data Institute. 2013. Walking and biking under the influence carry
dangers, too. Status Report Newsletter, Vol. 48, No. 10, December 30
9
For current list, see http://www.ghsa.org/html/stateinfo/
laws/cellphone_laws.html
10
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Highway Loss
Data Institute. 2010. State texting bans don’t reduce crashes,
insurance data show. Status Report Newsletter, Vol. 45, No. 10,
September 28
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On March 2013, 16-year-old student from Applied Communications High School was
killed on a Thomson Avenue sidewalk when a minivan jumped the curb.
Source: timesledger.com

been reaching for a carton of milk when the van careened onto
the sidewalk.11

LAGUARDIA AND THE LIMITS OF TRAFFIC
ENGINEERING
It’s not technically one of our focus areas, but the area around
LaGuardia Community College is an apt illustration of the
limitations of street design and engineering.
We met Claudia Chan, a government relations manager for
LaGuardia, at a TAQ meeting, and later she and her colleague
Shahir Erfan, the school’s vice president for administration,
came to speak to our studio class in detail. They explained
that high volumes of both auto and pedestrian traffic around
LaGuardia and nearby high schools conspire to produce serious
safety problems.
In March 2013, a student from Applied Communications High
School was killed, and five other pedestrians, including four
LaGuardia students, were seriously injured when a minivan
jumped the curb. Press reports indicated that the driver had

After the crash, NYC DOT undertook several safety measures in
the vicinity of the intersections of Thomson Avenue at Skillman
Avenue and 30th Street. The slip ramp that had previously
connected westbound Thomson Avenue and northbound
Skillman Avenue was closed and flexible delineators were
installed along the centerline of Thomson Avenue between
Skillman Avenue and 30th Street. Turns from westbound
Thomson Avenue onto Skillman Avenue were prohibited,
as were left turns from southbound Skillman Avenue onto
eastbound Thomson Avenue.
But conflicts and near-misses continue, Chan and Erfan told us.
After the fatal crash, LaGuardia hired Philip Habib & Associates
(PHA), a traffic engineering and consulting firm, to study the
area and make recommendations. Among those PHA deemed
most feasible and likely to be effective were sidewalk widening
on the south side of Thomson Avenue; sidewalk bulb-outs at
key intersections along Thomson (30th Street, 30th Place, 31st
Street, and Van Dam Street); and, in the absence of sidewalk
widening, increasing the green signal interval for pedestrians
crossing 31st Street.
Chan and Erfan told us that fast and aggressive driving
continues, and drivers also fail to yield to pedestrians in
crosswalks. Time-lapse videos captured by PHA confirmed this,
in hair-raising detail. But NYC DOT doesn’t seem to be moving
to implement any of the proposed changes. LaGuardia officials
have reached out to NYPD in an effort to improve enforcement;

11
Kapp, T. and N. Venugopal. 2013. 16-Year-Old Boy Killed After Van
Jumps Curb Near His High School. DNAinfo, March 11
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they seemed receptive, Chan and Erfan said. But the problem
persists.
To get a better sense of the issues, we spent some time
watching pedestrian and auto behavior around Thomson

including speed limits and failure to yield, should be
consistently enforced, with cameras and with manpower, and
the penalties for violating them should be strong enough to act
as a real deterrent.
But there are no traffic engineering or other interventions that
will provide absolute protection against a distracted driver
who looks away from the road and hops a curb, or a kid who
wanders into an intersection while looking at her phone. Vision
Zero includes public service announcements about the dangers
of aggressive, impaired, and distracted driving.12 Everyone
already knows those things are dangerous, yet they’re still
doing them, even more than they were a couple of years
ago.13 And as we saw in our literature review on behavior, the
risky behavior we saw among students is not unusual among
pedestrians and cyclists.

Avenue and Queens Boulevard from 29th Street to 33rd Street
(our other surveys did not capture this area). We found high
pedestrian volumes throughout the day, as well as a lot of
cars, many of them driven in a fast and aggressive manner.
The recommendations by PHA, especially sidewalk widening,
seem to make sense, as students crowd the available space
when classes let out. But we also saw a lot of dangerous and
ill advised pedestrian behavior, including crossing against the
signal, standing in the crosswalk during the “red” interval, and
jumping over metal barricades between intersections to make
mid-block crossings.
The schools are not going anywhere, and neither are the
drivers. High volumes of both kinds of traffic will remain a
fact of life on these blocks. Sidewalks and other infrastructure
should be designed to accommodate regular use. Laws,

What’s the answer? We don’t know. But we do know it will
involve more than wider sidewalks. Officials at LaGuardia
understand the depth of the problem. We hope that, as
education experts, they’ll keep working with TAQ and the
City to help find ways to get students--and the grownups who
should know better--to tune in to potentially risky behavior by
others around them, and to value their lives more than their
gadgets.

12
See examples at http://www.nyc.gov/html/visionzero/pages/initiatives/campaigns.shtml
13
For distressing level of detail, see Richtel, M. 2015. “Some People
Do More Than Text While Driving.” Post on “Bits” blog, The New York Times,
May 19. Among the findings of the survey described in the post: “27 percent
of drivers age 16 to 65 report using Facebook, and 14 percent report using
Twitter. Of those, a startling 30 percent who said they post to Twitter while
driving do it ‘all the time.’” “One in 10 say they do video chat while driving....
27 percent of people who shoot a video while driving said they thought they
could do it safely.” “17 percent take selfies” “More than 10 percent use Instagram and Snapchat.”
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Recommendations
Behavior is notoriously hard to change. Changing the perception
of smoking, for example, took decades despite well-known risks.
We need a multi-faceted approach to encourage all users--but
especially drivers--to make better choices.
Implement Our Street and Urban Design Recommendations
Street design affects psychology and attention as well as
travel. There isn’t a lot of specific and applicable research,
but a literature review suggests that “complete” streets, with
pedestrian and bike infrastructure, trees and plants, seating, and
other amenities reduce crashes in part by forcing drivers to pay
more attention.14
Thoughtful features like this mixing zone on Second Avenue in
Manhattan, where there’s also a protected bike lane, can help
ensure that everyone slows down and pays attention, as we saw
while taking these photos during our fieldwork.
So our recommendations for street design changes, discussed in
detail below, will apply here, too. But what other factors can help
curb bad behavior, or at least mitigate its impact?
Cameras. Everywhere.
Speeding is extremely common and extremely dangerous. Most
drivers admit to doing it, and it’s second only to driver distraction
in serious and fatal crashes.15
14
See, for example, Victoria Transport Policy Institute’s online Travel Demand Management Encyclopedia chapter on Traffic Calming at http://www.vtpi.
org/tdm/tdm4.htm and MacNeil, L. 2012. Steps to a Walkable Community: A
Guide for Citizens, Planners, and Engineers. Report prepared for Sam Schwartz
Engineering for America Walks
15
Goodwin, A., B. Kirley, L. Sandt, W. Hall, L. Thomas, N. O’Brien, and D.
Summerlin. 2013. Countermeasures that Work: A Highway Safety Countermea-

Mixing zones force all users to slow down and pay attention.

A large body of research, from the US and overseas, indicates
that safety cameras are by far the most effective way to
modify dangerous driver behavior such as speeding and
red-light running. The Federal government’s guide to safety
countermeasures states that laws themselves don’t reduce
speeding and aggressive driving behavior such as red-light
running. To be effective, it says, punishment must be well-known
and there must be a high probability that violators will in fact
be punished. It rates automation as the most effective way to
enforce prohibitions against these behaviors.16
sure Guide for State Highway Offices (Seventh Edition). Report No. DOT HS 811
727. Washington DC: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
16
Ibid.
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But we don’t have many cameras in New York City. There are redlight cameras at a handful17 out of a total of 12,460 intersections
in the city with traffic signals.18 Last year, as part of Vision Zero,
the city was allowed by the State government to install 120
speed cameras near schools in addition to the 20 that Albany
agreed to permit in 2013.19
To get more, we need Albany’s blessing. We also have to push
back against the perception, widespread among drivers, that
cameras are merely cash cows for cities. If there are no violations,
there won’t be any money.

Red Light Camera
Source: globalnewscollection.com

If the City had more latitude to install and experiment with
cameras, we could also use them to enforce a wider range of
violations. In Washington DC, for example, cameras have been
used to enforce laws protecting pedestrians’ right-of-way in
crosswalks and prohibiting “blocking the box.”20
Continue Building Coalition of Local Elected Officials to Push
for Changes in New York State Laws
The need for NYC to get Albany’s blessing for more cameras,
and the state’s absurdly high standard for criminal negligence
convictions when bad driving kills people,21 are fundamentally at

Mobile Speed Camera
Source: globalnewscollection

17
There is no official count but The New York Times (Quain, J.R. 2015.
“Red-Light Camera Debate is a Stew of Anger, Revenue, and Safety.” The New
York Times, March 12) puts the total at 150 while the “Law Enforcement” page
of the Vision Zero website (http://www.nyc.gov/html/visionzero/pages/law-enforcement/law-enforcement.html) puts it at 190
18
According to the NYC DOT at http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/infrastructure/signals.shtml
19
McGeehan, P. 2014. “New York Installs Speed Cameras Near Schools.”
The New York Times, September 2
20
Washington DC Metropolitan Police Department. 2013. MPD Launches
New Photo Enforcement Technology Designed to Make the District’s Streets
Even Safer. Public announcement, November 22
21
Goodman, J.D. 2013. “Serious Charges in Fatal Crashes Pose Challenge for Prosecutors.” The New York Times, March 12
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odds with Vision Zero. TA offshoot Families for Safe Streets puts
compelling human faces on these stories.

to make laws to protect everyone, not just drivers.
One step might be to seek a driver accountability task force
similar to the one established by Brooklyn District Attorney
Kenneth Thompson and Councilman Brad Lander. City laws
should also be strengthened: for example, in Germany and the
Netherlands, failure to yield is a serious offence for which drivers
can be ticketed even in the absence of a crash.23 NYC’s new rightof-way law only applies when there’s a crash.
Help NYPD Be More Effective
Until there’s a dramatic increase in safety cameras, we have to
rely heavily on the police for enforcement. And even when we
reach that goal, police will be needed to enforce some violations,
such as failure to yield, and to investigate crashes. Street design
23
Pucher, J. and L. Dijkstra. 2000. “Making Walking and Cycling Safer:
Lessons from Europe.” Transportation Quarterly, Vol. 54, No. 3, Summer 2000
(25-50)

Both of these officials are potential allies for stronger safety laws .
(Left) Rep. Grace Meng, Source: nationaljournal.com
(Right) Council Member Margaret Chin, Source: council.nyc.gov

TA is already doing these things, but DOT plans for Queens
Boulevard and Vision Zero are opportunities to intensify the
effort. TA and its chapters should continue to use these stories (of
crashes and deaths, not accidents) to push for needed legislative
changes: More safety (not traffic) cameras. State legislators
should be pressed by local officials, and voters, to approve
statutes to override caselaw that essentially requires driver intent
to kill or maim for conviction on negligence charges. Potential
champions include US Representative Grace Ming and Council
Member Margaret Chin, who have attended Families for Safe
Streets events.22 Our elected officials at all levels must be willing
22
Abramson, J. 2014. “The Second Tragedy of Traffic Deaths,” The West
Side Spirit, December 3

NYPD Traffic Stop
Source: Flickr
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and engineering are necessary, but not sufficient, factors in
making busy streets safer for everyone.
The best traffic safety laws are useless if they are not enforced,
and the harshest penalties will have little effect if violators don’t
think they’ll be caught. In the absence of widespread cameras
and other enforcement technology, the importance of police
enforcement is underscored by the long-term experience of
Oregon: the state cut its highway patrol in half after a round of
deep tax cuts in 1979, and recent research on the impact of this
action suggest that 2,302 deaths from 1979-2005 could have
been avoided if the number of police would have stayed at the
earlier, higher levels.24
An analysis published by TA in February found that, while
overall enforcement in New York City has increased since the
introduction of Vision Zero, there is a long way to go, and some
precincts, including in northern Queens, are lagging.25 To act as
a disincentive to bad driving, enforcement has to be consistent,
especially on arterial roads such as Queens Boulevard, which (as
the TA report noted) account for more than half of pedestrian
and cyclist fatalities. And police in turn, grappling with a variety
of challenges, need the training and incentives to undertake this
enforcement.
There are a lot of resources and best practices available. The
“Watch for Me NC” program, in the Research Triangle area
in North Carolina, for example, includes a training course on
pedestrian and bike safety laws for police departments, sheriffs’
offices, and university safety offices. Participants also review best
practices and conduct exercises and drills in the field. Followup reporting after the program was introduced found that
safety warnings and failure-to-yield citations against went up

24
Gladwell, M. 2015. “The Engineer’s Lament: Two Ways of Thinking
About Automotive Safety.” The New Yorker, May 4
25
Transportation Alternatives. 2015. 2014 NYPD Report Card: Year One of
Vision Zero Traffic Enforcement. February 26

IPTM Crash Investigation Course Brochure, Source: IPTM

significantly. With strong support from municipal governments,
the program has expanded.26 Educating police is also part of
the state of Massachusetts’ pedestrian and bike awareness and
enforcement program.27
26
For details, see http://www.watchformenc.org/ and http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/data/library/details.cfm?id=4912
27
See details at http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/main/tabid/1085/ctl/
detail/mid/2937/itemid/429/MassDOT-Announces-Bicycle-and-Pedestrian-Safety-Awareness-and-Enforcement-Program.aspx
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The process of investigating and reporting on crashes also has to
be overhauled: currently, it’s tilted toward crashes involving only
cars, and spotty data makes it harder to track trends and places
that require more attention. The Institute of Police Technology
and Management offers a training course on the special dynamics
associated with bike and pedestrian crashes.28 And the USDOT’s
Federal Highway Administration provides a Pedestrian and
Bicycle Crash Analysis Tool that helps users develop a database
of crash details that can inform analysis, reports, and the
development of effective countermeasures.29
Overhaul Driver and Safety Education
Driver education programs have not done much to reduce crash
rates among newly licensed drivers.30 That’s not surprising, since
the primary content and focus of education programs is on
training drivers to pass the exams, not to teach them safe driving
skills. NHTSA research and experience in Europe suggests there
is tremendous potential for programs that promote higher-level
skills, such as hazard anticipation and risk assessment, and wider
use of computer-based training and simulation.31
For example, researchers looking for ways to mitigate the impact
of lower cognitive skill levels among younger drivers found that
computer-based training improved study participants’ glance
behavior, compared to subjects in the control group, when they
were faced with simulated hazards.32 Similarly, another study
found that training based on computer simulation helped student
28
See details at http://www.iptm.org/index.php/component/k2/
item/285-pedestrian-bicycle-crash-investigation
29
See http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/pedbike/06090/
30
Thomas III, F. Dennis, Richard D. Blomberg, and Donald L. Fisher. A
Fresh Look at Driver Education in America. No. DOT HS 811 543. 2012
31
Ibid.
32
Petzoldt, T., T. Weiß, T. Franke, J. F. Krems, and M. Bannert. 2013
“Can Driver Education Be Improved by Computer Based Training of Cognitive
Skills?” Accident Analysis & Prevention: 1185-192

drivers develop better hazard perception skills and defensive
responses.33
Even experienced adult drivers perform at suboptimal levels in
hazard perception despite a longer period of driving experience.
They can also benefit from retraining that addresses hazard
anticipation and risk assessment. Older drivers, based on self
assessment, perceive their skills and ability to be greater than
they actually are. Remedial training for these drivers, perhaps as a
requirement of license renewal, would be a good way to improve
these critical skills and make our roads a safer place.34
Safe walking and biking should also be part of the urban
elementary school curriculum. This is already being done in
European countries such as Germany and The Netherlands,
where biking and walking are much more prevalent and more
widely perceived as safe. Education programs in the Netherlands
and Germany promote safe walking and bicycling practices by
the age of ten for all students. It doesn’t just teach traffic rules; it
also helps kids develop important skills such as how to walk and
bike defensively and anticipate dangerous situations.35
Require Safety Technology As Standard Equipment in New
Cars
Finally, in conjunction with other safety measures, mature crash
mitigation technology that employs pedestrian detection and
automatic braking system holds tremendous potential as a

33
Weiss, T., T. Petzoldt, M. Bannert, and J. Krems. 2013”Calibration as
Side Effect? Computer-based Learning in Driver Education and the Adequacy
of Driving-task-related Self-assessments.” Transportation Research Part F: Traffic
Psychology and Behaviour: 63-74
34
Horswill, M. S., K. Taylor, S. Newnam, M. Wetton, and A. Hill. 2013
“Even Highly Experienced Drivers Benefit from a Brief Hazard Perception Training Intervention.” Accident Analysis & Prevention: 100-10
35
Pucher, J. and L. Dijkstra. 2000. “Making Walking and Cycling Safer:
Lessons from Europe.” Transportation Quarterly, Vol. 54, No. 3, Summer 2000
(25-50)
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safety tool. These system uses radar or LiDAR technology,
combined with a camera, to identify potential collisions with both
pedestrians and the rear ends of other vehicles.36

thedetroitbureau.com

As automakers began to install automatic braking system in cars,
the IIHS started testing cars on frontal crash avoidance in 2013.
While the testing is currently only on the avoidance of rear-end
crashes with other vehicles, more emphasis should be placed on
the use of this technology for avoiding and minimizing impacts
between pedestrians and automobiles.37 Like backup cameras,
which will be required as standard equipment equipment in
2018, with a rollout starting next year, crash avoidance systems
that employ a pedestrian detection and automatic braking
system systems should be a component included in all new cars
as the technology matures.38 As our fieldwork—and the history
of driving39—suggests, perfectly designed streets and perfectly
worded, consistently enforced laws cannot, on their own, solve
the problems of human nature.

36
“Cars Can Brake for Pedestrians If Drivers Don’t.” Status Report newsletter 46, no. 3 (2011).http://www.iihs.org/iihs/sr/statusreport/article/46/3/2
37
“Quick Work: Better Autobrake Helps More Models Earn Top Ratings
for Front Crash Prevention.” Status Report 49, no. 4 (2014)
38
Woodyard, Chris. 2014. “NHTSA to Require Backup Cameras on All
Vehicles.” USA Today, April 1
39
Vanderbilt, T. 2008. Traffic: Why We Drive the Way We Do (And What it
Says About Us). New York: Alfred A. Knopf
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ZONING & LAND USE

ZONING AND LAND USE
Current zoning and land use regulations have helped keep
Queens Boulevard in an auto-oriented, 20th Century time warp.
As New York City, and Queens in particular, grows, its built
environment must change to meet the needs of the people who
live there now and will move there in the future.
Zoning: Existing Conditions
The zoning within our primary study areas along Queens
Boulevard is a mix of medium-high density residential and
commercial, with a few areas bridging commercial and industrial
districts and one area zoned for light industrial uses. Most of the
areas zoned residential have commercial overlays, allowing first
and second floor community retail uses.1
Sunnyside
Sunnyside consists of a mixture of commercial and residential
zoning with commercial overlays. The commercial zoning allows
heavy commercial uses as well as uses bridging commercial
and manufacturing. The area zoned C4-4A, along Queens
Boulevard from 44th Street to 50th Street, allows for specialty and
department stores, theatres, and other commercial and office
uses. C4-4A has a commercial and residential FAR of 4.0, which
is the equivalent of an R7A residential district. C4-4A districts are
contextual districts which allow for buildings up to 80 feet high
and a mandatory street wall height between 40 and 65 feet. This
zoning implies a regional commercial center.
The C8-1 district, on the north side of Queens Boulevard from
48th Street to 50th Street, allows for automotive and other
heavy commercial services that require large amounts of land.
1
All information in this section taken from New York City Department of
City Planning. 2011. Zoning Handbook
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Map of Sunnyside Zoning Districts

Map of the Malls Area Zoning Districts

A small portion along Queens Boulevard on the south side
from 50th Street to 51st Street is zoned M1-1, which allows for
some commercial and light industrial uses. Both of these zoning
districts have very low density with an FAR of only 1.0, high
parking requirements, and no height limit, as the building height
is controlled by a sky exposure plane. Neither district allows
residential uses.

stores or laundromats. There is an area along Queens Boulevard
on the south side from 51st Street to 58th Street that is zoned R4,
but it only includes the New Calvary Cemetery.

The north side of Queens Boulevard from 50th Street to 58th
Street is zoned for mixed commercial-residential use and is
zoned R7X with C2-4 commercial overlays. R7X districts allow
for mid-rise, medium-high density, residential buildings with a
maximum FAR of 5.0. R7X districts are contextual districts with
mandatory quality housing bulk regulations and allow for a
maximum building height of 125 feet with required setbacks. The
C2-4 commercial overlays in this area allow for local commercial l
uses on the ground floor of residential buildings, such as grocery

Retail Malls
The Malls area has a mix of commercial and residential
districts with commercial overlays. Medium sized, medium
density buildings characterize the residential areas. The R6
district extends from Grand to Eliot Avenues, and the area R7-1
district from Eliot to 60th avenues.
When developed under height factor regulations, R6 and R7-1
districts have a maximum FAR of up to 2.43 and 3.44 respectively
and no height limitation as the building height is controlled by
a sky exposure plane. When developed under quality housing
rules, R6 districts, on a wide street such as Queens Boulevard,
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C4-2 districts are generally zoned in regional commercial centers
with relatively heavy commercial traffic, part of which comes from
outside the neighborhood. There are two smaller areas, on the
north side of Queens Boulevard between 57th Avenue and 60th
Avenue, zoned C4-5X and C8-1. The C4-5X zoning allows for
specialty and department stores, theatres, and other commercial
and office uses as well as residential uses. The commercial
FAR is higher than the C4-2 district at 4.0, with a residential
equivalent to R7X. Again, this zoning is consistent with a regional
commercial center. C4-5X districts are contextual districts with a
maximum building height of 125 feet and a base height between
40-85 feet. The area zoned C8-1 provides for automotive and
other heavy commercial services that require large amounts of
land with relatively low density.
Forest Hills
Map of Forest Hills Zoning Districts

allow for a maximum building height of 70 feet after setbacks
and require a street wall between 40 and 60 feet high.
Quality housing rules for the R7 districts allow for a maximum
FAR of 4.0 on wide streets and a maximum building height,
after setbacks, of up to 80 feet, and they require a streetwall
of 40-65 feet. When the quality housing option is used, quality
housing rules are mandatory. Both of these stretches have C2-4
commercial overlays, which allow for ground floor commercial
uses in mixed-use buildings. The area zoned C4-2, from 60th
Avenue to 64th Road, allows for specialty and department stores,
theatres, and other commercial and office uses. The C4-2 district
has a commercial FAR of 3.4, with a residential equivalent to an
R6 district. C4-2 districts have no height limit as the building
height is controlled by the sky exposure plane, and have a high
parking requirement.

Forest Hills consists of a mix of commercial and residential
districts with commercial overlays. The residential area is made
up of medium density apartment buildings. The R7-1 district runs
from 68th Drive to Yellowstone Boulevard, including MacDonald
Park on the south side of Queens Boulevard, and from 68th Drive
to Ascan Avenue on the north side, with the rules for the district
as outlined above. This area includes commercial overlays, which
allow for commercial uses on the ground floor of mixed-use
buildings.
The area zoned C4-5X, from Yellowstone to Ascan Avenue on
the south, is a medium- high density commercial district, as
described above. As in the other study areas, this zoning implies
a high-traffic regional commercial center.
Forest Hills is unique among our study areas because a large
portion of it falls within a special district. The Special Forest Hills
District runs along Queens Boulevard on the south side from
Yellowstone Boulevard to Ascan Avenue, but does not include
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MacDonald Park. The special district allows sidewalk cafes, curb
cuts, and it seeks to provide retail continuity. It supports efficient
building floor plates by eliminating the rear yard requirements
for commercial and community facilities in the area. This
district brings about a transition in building scale from lowerrise buildings on Austin Street to taller buildings along Queens
Boulevard.
Zoning: Recommendations
Sunnyside
In Sunnyside, we think that the more pedestrian-friendly
character west of Roosevelt Avenue should be extended, using
contextual zoning, to the eastern, more auto-oriented portion
of the study area (and perhaps beyond). We recommend slightly
higher density for the area west of Roosevelt Avenue over time,
but with consideration for the proximity to the elevated train
trestle.
To achieve this, we recommend rezoning the R7X district to
C4-5X and the C4-4A district to a new zoning district, C45L. The change from R7X to C4-5X would allow for the same
residential density and maintain contextual zoning, but would
expand allowable commercial uses. The proposed C4-5L district
would function analogously to the existing C4-4L district in
Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn. Like the C4-4L, it would take
special consideration of the elevated subway, by requiring
mandatory setbacks from the street, lower base heights and
higher overall building heights, but it would allow for higher
densities. Currently, this transit rich area in close proximity to
the employment center in Midtown Manhattan has many low
rise commercial structures such as drive-thru restaurants and
gas stations, so we recommend more density and providing
residential uses.

We recommend a new zoning district for part of Sunnyside, to acheive a mix of uses
similar to those on Broadway in Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood.
Source: Google Maps

Retail Malls
For the Malls study area, we propose that new mixed-use
destination retail cohabitate with smaller, local retail to better
serve the immediate community. To achieve this, we recommend
increasing the commercial density slightly, but significantly raising
the residential FAR to incentivize developers to create mixed-use
commercial and residential development. As part of the upzoning
we recommend mandatory inclusionary zoning, as proposed by
the de Blasio administration’s Housing New York plan2, to provide
more affordable housing. This would benefit the area, since many
people who work in the low-wage retail jobs do not currently live
nearby. Rezoning as described above would allow them to move
2
Office of the Mayor. 2014. “Housing New York: A Five-Borough, TenYear Plan.” Policy report, May 5
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The Queens Center Mall generates heavy pedestrian traffic.

We want to preserve Forest Hills' mix of residential character and greenery.

closer to work and take advantage of the bicycling and public
transit options around Queens Boulevard.

ground floor uses and establish minimum requirements for
glazing and entryways open to the sidewalk to be more visually
appealing and pedestrian-friendly. It would also require minimum
sidewalk widths to allow for sidewalk cafes and other street uses.
This district would prohibit curb cuts on Queens Boulevard and
would require them to be on side streets at least 100 feet away
from a corner. The special district would enhance and enliven this
bleak stretch of Queens Boulevard.

This proposed new district would allow for a commercial FAR of
4 and a residential FAR of 6. We don’t believe the existing C4-2/
C4-5X provides enough of an incentive for affordable housing
production, and we think the residential FAR of the existing
C4-6A is too high given the built context and that the area has
no express subway stop. We believe this new zoning district
would provide the building incentive developers want while still
maintaining the existing character of the area.
In addition, we recommend creating a new special district for
the Malls area. It would include design guidelines for storefronts,
sidewalk widths, glazing, and curb cuts. It would require active

Forest Hills
In Forest Hills we want to preserve the neighborhood’s more
residential nature. We recommend rezoning the R7-1 district to
a contextual R7A district. Contextual zoning regulates the height
and bulk of new buildings, their setback from the street line,
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and their width along the street frontage, to produce buildings
that are consistent with existing neighborhood character.
Making Forest Hills a contextual district would ensure that the
character of the neighborhood isn’t significantly altered by future
development.
Land Use: Existing Conditions
Land uses along Queens Boulevard include commercial, multifamily residential, mixed residential and commercial, public
facilities, industrial/manufacturing, office, parking, open space/
recreation, and vacant land. There are 216 total ground floor uses
for the three study areas along Queens Boulevard. The top uses
overall include: restaurants (19), banks (17), doctors’ offices (13),
residential (13), delis and convenience stores (12) and furniture
stores (11). There is no continuity in land uses between our study
areas.

Overall, along Queens Boulevard, multiple industries are
represented. Retail trade was predominant in Sunnyside and the
Malls, representing 28 percent of the total in each area. They
also had similar levels of accommodation and food services, at
21 and 25 percent respectively. Characteristically, Forest Hills was
different, with professional/scientific/technical services and health
care/social assistance as the predominant ground floor uses.3
Sunnyside
The Sunnyside area is made up mostly of commercial land uses
(21). This is the only one of our primary study areas that has no
residential ground floor land uses on Queens Boulevard. There
are seven lots that are mixed commercial and residential, five
of which contain community facilities, one of which contains
parking, and one of which contains office. This area has the
highest number of manufacturing/industrial land uses in our study
3
See: Appendix VI for Ground Floor Use Chart, Land Uses Spreadsheet,
and Ground Floor Uses Spreadsheets

Current Sunnyside commercial and auto-oriented land
uses. Source: Google Maps

Current Malls area large commercial land uses.
Source: Google Maps

Current Forest Hills residential land uses.
Source: Google Maps.
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areas (4). It also has four vacant lots. This is the only one of our
study areas that has an open space land use: the New Calvary
Cemetery.
The eastern part of Sunnyside is heavily auto-dependent, which
is reflected in the high number of auto body shops (5). Other
ground floor uses include: restaurants (5), banks (4), electronics
stores (4), and grocery stores (4). Community facilities in this area
include a school and three religious institutions. This study area
has 61 ground floor uses in total.
Retail Malls
The Malls area is predominantly commercial, with 50 lots
devoted to commercial land uses. Only two of the lots in this
area have residential land uses, but there are nine that are mixed
commercial and residential. There are three lots with community
facility land uses, one with an office land use, and four vacant
lots. The top ground floor use in this study area is tied between
furniture stores and restaurants (10). Other ground floor uses
include deli and convenience stores (7), fast food (6), banks (5),
and electronics stores (5). This is a high traffic area for residents
as well as visitors because of the high concentration of retail
and restaurants. Community facilities include a hospital, a senior
center, and a religious institution. This study area has a total of 79
ground floor uses.

The top three ground floor uses in each primary study area.

Forest Hills
The Forest Hills area is almost evenly split between commercial
(13) and residential (11) primary uses . Three lots have mixed
commercial and residential uses and three are community
facilities. This area has one lot with a manufacturing/industrial
land use. There is also one lot with an office use and one lot used
for parking. In Forest Hills the top ground floor use is residential
(11). Other ground floor uses include: banks (8), doctors’ offices

The top three land uses in each primary study area.
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(8), dentists’ offices (6), restaurants (4), and beauty/spa (4). Forest
Hills’ residential character, and its lack of auto body shops
and gas stations, make it pleasant to walk in. The ground floor
commercial uses along Queens Boulevard in this area seem to
cater more to residents’ needs rather than those of visitors and
commuters. Community facilities in this area include a post office
and two religious institutions. This study area has a total of 76
ground floor uses.
Land Use: Recommendations
One recommendation for each of our study areas would be to
create a shared office space. Sunnyside, the Malls, and Forest
Hills would all benefit from this type of development. Each shared
office space would include private and shared office spaces;
conference room space with video conferencing ability; a shared
receptionist and kitchen; and professional services support (legal,
finance, marketing, insurance). Each would allow for 24/7 access.
In Forest Hills and the Malls areas, this space would be structured
for use by professionals who either work from home now or
commute from Long Island and Queens into Manhattan. These
working professionals could have all the luxuries of an office
space much more conveniently located to their homes. In
Sunnyside this space could double as a tech-startup/incubator
space. The Sunnyside location would have all of the features of
the shared office space that the Forest Hills and Malls areas do
with the addition of support and services required for startup
companies. These would include networking opportunities,
speakers, and a pitch night for potential investment
opportunities.
One goal of these shared office spaces is to get more cars off
of Queens Boulevard. By providing convenient and flexible
workspace here, those who usually travel to Manhattan from
Queens or Long Island could benefit from a shorter commute.

We propose co-working spaces for each
study area similar to these in London.
Source: londonoffices.com
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This would also benefit residents as there would be fewer cars
on the road. Another goal is to create a space within walking
or biking distance, or an easy transit trip, where local residents
could work. This would be ideal for people who live along
Queens Boulevard who either work from home now or have an
undesirable commute.

communities characteristics and would have to comply with the
special district.

In addition to providing closer work space and reducing the
need of a car, shared office spaces can be used to leverage other
community needs. For major development the City could require
developers to include affordable housing, or allocate funding
towards public space or maintenance, in order to build.4 These
spaces are also currently in very high demand. The technology
industry is growing rapidly, partly due to the high number
of millennials who are well-versed in the latest technology.5
Startups need flexibility in space; each different business or idea
requires different technology, different sized office space, and
different hours.6 Shared office and incubator space would allow
for the flexibility of growing, changing and adapting businesses,
encouraging economic development along Queens Boulevard.
The recommendation for introducing new shared office spaces
is inline with the proposed zoning recommendations. In the
Retail Malls and Sunnyside areas, the proposed upzoning with
higher commercial FARs will accommodate a shared work/techspace. This new workspace will benefit the residential zoning
changes in the Retail Malls area; raising the residential density
will introduce a new workforce that will have a need for work
and office space. In Forest Hills the shared workspace could fit
within the C4-5X zoning district, since it allows for office space.
With the contextual zoning, it would be required to maintain the
4
Carson, B. 2015. “Silicon Valley Giants Don’t Just Build Offices Now. They’re
Also Responsible for Housing.” Business Insider, May 7
5
Gellman, L. and E. Brown. 2014. “WeWork: Now a $5 Billion Co-Working Startup.” The Wall Street Journal December 15
6
Segrist, L. 2015. “Tech Startups Want Flexibility in Commercial Space.” Charleston (SC) Regional Business Journal May 5
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TRAFFIC & MOBILITY

TRAFFIC AND MOBILITY
Before we could recommend changes to Queens Boulevard, we
had to understand how much traffic it carries on a typical day-we didn’t want to propose changes of such a magnitude that
residents would be choking on gridlock-induced air pollution. We
also had to understand how the current configuration of the road
determines how drivers use it.
Traffic Volume: Existing Conditions
The NYS DOT estimates the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT)
volume for 930 segments of ramps, roads, and routes throughout
Queens. The agency creates these segments by splitting the
roadbeds into portions that have the same traffic volume, and
estimates the average number of vehicles passing through the
segment every day.1
Three of the NYS DOT’s segments fall within the Queens
Boulevard study areas. The AADT for the segments of Queens
Boulevard within the Sunnyside, Malls, and Forest Hills study
areas are 45,072, 39,965, and 33,464, respectively.
In comparison to other arterial routes that traverse Queens, the
Queens Boulevard segments have a low AADT. In fact, more
than 75 percent of the arterial route segments in Queens have a
higher AADT than Queens Boulevard in the less-traveled eastern
section from Yellowstone Boulevard to Union Turnpike, and
50 percent of all arterial routes in Queens carry more vehicles
than Queens Boulevard in the heavier-traveled western section
between Jackson Avenue and the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway
(BQE), and from the BQE to Yellowstone Boulevard.

1
New York State Department of Transportation. 2015. Traffic Viewer
Definitions
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Map of NYSDOT AADT.
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AADT of Queens Boulevard in Comparison
to All Routes in Queens
1st Quartile

Mean

Median

3rd Quartile

All Routes in
Queens

37,322

94,000

97,748

142,155

Sunnyside

45,072

Retail Malls

39,965

Forest Hills

33,464

Northern Boulevard , Rockaway Boulevard, and Linden Boulevard
are among the arterial routes that have higher daily traffic
volumes than Queens Boulevard. One segment of Rockaway
Boulevard records an AADT of about 48,937, and Northern
Boulevard includes one segment with an AADT of 48,800. The
AADT of Linden Boulevard also exceeds the AADT of Queens
Boulevard from Jackson Avenue to the BQE by about 10,000
vehicles.
Despite having a lower AADT than other arterial roads in
Queens, Queens Boulevard provides more moving lanes
for vehicles than these routes. Each segment for Rockaway
Boulevard and Northern Boulevard has no more than six moving
lanes. Furthermore, Queens Boulevard has the same number
of lanes dedicated to moving vehicle traffic as the Long Island
Expressway, which, at times, carries more than four times the
amount of vehicles per day than Queens Boulevard.
Based on NYC DOT’s standards, each travel lane can
accommodate 600 to 700--or more--vehicles per hour.2 Our
analysis of the traffic volume between 47th Street and Roosevelt
Avenue--the heaviest traveled and narrowest section of Queens

Boulevard--suggests that even there, the eastbound roadbed
is not fully utilized, even during peak hours. During most of the
peak afternoon hours, Queens Boulevard only requires three
travel lanes to handle the traffic volume. Two out of the four peak
hours every day requires less than three travel lanes, while the
traffic volume is only slightly larger than three during the highest
daily utilization.
Queens Boulevard from 47th Street to Roosevelt Ave: Eastbound*
Average
Vehicles
Per Hour

Lanes
Required
Per 700
Vehicles

Number
of Existing
Lanes

Number
of Excess
Lanes

3:00-4:00
PM

1,888.33**

2.70

4

1.30

4:00-5:00
PM

2,184.00**

3.12

4

.88

5:00-6:00
PM

2,210.67**

3.16

4

.84

6:00-7:00
PM

1,967.33**

2.81

4

1.19

*Source: New York City Department of Transportation
**Average vehicles per hour was calculated based upon available
data collected by the NYCDOT from June 10, 2014 to June 12,
2014.

2
See, for example, New York City Department of Transportation. 2009.
“Prospect Park West Bicycle Path and Traffic Calming.”
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Maps of NYCDOT Traffic Volume Map for Sunnyside, Malls and Forest Hills.3

Recommendations
In light of the excess capacity we found on Queens Boulevard,
it should be easy to reallocate some of this space to better
serve modes other than cars. The NYC DOT should reduce the
number of driving lanes and use this excess space for bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. These steps will encourage higher transit
ridership by making bus service more frequent and reliable.

3
We calculated the number of excess vehicle lanes by dividing the average
number of vehicles per hour during peak hours by 700 and, in turn, subtracting the number of existing lanes by the result. A high number of excess lanes mean that the number
of existing lanes in that segment of Queens Boulevard exceed the lanes required per
700 vehicles
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HOW BUS AND BIKE INFRASTRUCTURE BENEFIT...
DRIVERS
Removing travel lanes for cars on large arterial streets such as
Queens Boulevard can raise concerns about worsening gridlock
and longer travel times for drivers. Case studies from New York
and other big cities, however, suggest that reallocating space
to alternative modes of transportation benefits drivers as well
as pedestrians and cyclists.
In September 2014, the NYC DOT analyzed the impact of
installing more than 30 miles of protected bicycle lanes, many
of them in lanes that used to be travel lanes for cars. Instead
of creating gridlock, the protected bike lanes had a minimal
effect on travel time of vehicles. Data indicated that the lanes
and increased overall safety, and even retail sales, along the
corridors on which they were installed.
On Columbus Avenue in Manhattan, the NYC DOT reported
improvements in travel times along the corridor even though
vehicle volume remained constant. And the positive effect
of protected bicycle lanes on traffic flow was not unique to

Columbus Avenue
Source: NYC DOT

Columbus Avenue. The NYC DOT reported similar findings
on Second and Eighth Avenues, also in Manhattan, after the
installation of protected bicycle lanes on these corridors.4
New York City is also repurposing travel lanes on arterial
corridors such as Webster Avenue in the Bronx as dedicated
bus lanes for its Select Bus Service (SBS) with no adverse
impact on traffic flow. Before SBS, the often-congested
Webster Avenue provided four moving lanes (two in each
direction) and two parking lanes. Implementing the new Bx41
SBS route, however, required changing eight miles of one
moving lane in each direction to a bus-only lane. Studies by the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority and NYC DOT show that
Webster Avenue continues to carry similar vehicular volumes
as it did before the installation of the bus lanes with only a
minimal change in the travel time of vehicles.5 Once again, the
data showed that the average speed of vehicles traveling on
4
New York City Department of Transportation. 2014. Protected Bicycle Lanes
in New York City. Data Analysis Report, September

5
Beaton, E., E. Bialostozky, P. Dougherty, T.R. Gouge, and T. Orosz. 2014. Designing the Modern Multi-Modal Urban Arterial: A Case Study of
the Webster Avenue Bus Rapid Transit Project. National Academy of Sciences
Transportation Research Board Case Study, submitted November 15

Webster Avenue
Source: NYC.gov
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Webster Avenue during afternoon peak hours increased after
the installation of the bus lanes.
San Francisco reported similar results in more dramatic
circumstances. After the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake
caused significant structural damage to its elevated Central
Freeway, the city had two options: rebuild the the freeway as
it was or create a new boulevard in its footprint. Supporters
of rebuilding feared that the loss of travel lanes would lead
to unprecedented traffic congestion.6 Local politicians and
neighborhood organizations, however, were able to generate
enough public and political support, after three years and four
ballot initiatives, for the closure to proceed.
The city designed Octavia Boulevard as an at-grade arterial
street with two central lanes and one local lane in each
direction, separated by concrete medians planted with trees
and shrubs.7 Instead of overwhelming the neighborhood with
6
Congress for the New Urbanism. Undated information portal
to Model Cities illustrating CNU’s Highways to Boulevards project. San
Francisco’s Octavia
7
King, J. 2007. “SAN FRANCISCO / An urban success story / Octavia
Boulevard an asset to post-Central Freeway area.” The San Francisco Chroni-

Octavia Boulevard
Source: mtc.ca.gov

traffic congestion, Octavia Boulevard now handles half the
volume of the former freeway and major arterials running
underneath the elevated structure without causing any
significant increases of traffic volume in detour routes.8 This
decrease in overall traffic in the corridor indicates a significant
reduction in discretionary trips--those made for shopping,
personal business, social or recreational activities. It has also
reconnected the Hayes Valley neighborhood and produced
economic benefits for the surrounding area including increased
property values.9
These experiences illustrate that, in the words of the authors
of the Webster Avenue study, “street design is not a zero-sum
game.”10 Adding protected bicycle and dedicated bus lanes to
arterial streets or even tearing down a freeway not only didn’t
result in overwhelming traffic congestion--the new facilitates for
buses and cyclists appeared to increase the usage of alternative
modes, taking cars off the road.
These findings are consistent with the experience of “Gridlock
Sam” Schwartz. “I have a theory,” he told us in an interview.
“No matter what you do to them, all roads end up having the
same travel time. When you add road capacity, there is little
demonstration of relief. The corollary is also true—when you
reduce lanes, the impact seems to disappear over time.”11 New
Yorkers, and especially the residents of Queens, can find
assurance in this data that a redesigned Queens Boulevard will
offer similar benefits.
cle, January 3
8
Seattle Department of Transportation. 2008. Urban Mobility Plan
Chapter 6: Case Studies in Urban Freeway Removal; see also Mikulski, A.K.
2006. Transforming an Urban Arterial into a Multiway Boulevard: A Design
Proposal for Kennedy Boulevard in Tampa, Florida. Master’s thesis for the
University of Florida Urban and Regional Planning program
9
Ibid.
10
Beaton et al, 2014
11
Schwartz 2015
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TRAFFIC SPEED

Traffic Speed: Existing Conditions
In our spot speed surveys of the Sunnyside and Malls study areas,
we found that the operating speeds during free-flow conditions
on most of the measured segments of Queens Boulevard
exceeded the posted speed (25 mph).12 At several intersections
with pedestrian crossings, some vehicles traveled at a speed
greater than 40 mph. So users’ perceptions of speeding along
Queens Boulevard are accurate.
The operating speeds of cars traveling along Queens Boulevard,
however, creates a dangerous environment for pedestrians. If a
car going this fast hits a pedestrian, there is an 85 percent chance
that the pedestrian will be killed. In contrast, in a crash between
a pedestrian and a car traveling at 20 mph, that likelihood is only
five percent.13
                                          
Of the seven measured locations, the service road produced two
out of the three slowest operating speeds, while the express
lanes produced the four fastest operating speeds in the study
area. The fastest reported operating speed was 46 mph on the
main road in between Woodhaven Boulevard and 62nd Avenue.
That might be because the roadbed here runs below-grade in a
concrete tunnel, fully separated from pedestrians and bicyclists
as well as any other visual cues or traffic signals. In addition,
traffic on the main road in between Woodhaven Boulevard and
62nd Avenue is able to continue moving for many blocks without
encountering a traffic signal. These conditions make this part
of Queens Boulevard the most highway-like and encourage
speeding.
The fastest reported speed on the service road was between
Woodhaven Boulevard and 57th Avenue. After passing 57th

12
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration.
2009. Speed Concepts: Informational Guide 8
13
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration.
2013. Factors Relating to Pedestrian Crashes and Fatalities
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Maps of Operating Speeds for Sunnyside, Malls, and Forest Hills

Avenue, the eastbound service road expands to three lanes for
moving vehicles, while the westbound service road expands
from three to four lanes. With an operating speed of 32 mph,
the eastbound and westbound service roads from Woodhaven
Boulevard to 57th Avenue have some of the highest operating
speeds reported along Queens Boulevard.
The relationship between the number of lanes dedicated to
moving vehicles and the operating speed, however, is not
consistent. In contrast to the service road from Woodhaven
Boulevard to 57th Avenue, the main road of Queens Boulevard
from 46th Street to 47th Street has more lanes dedicated to
moving vehicles, but has an operating speed that is five mph
slower than the service road. There’s also a small difference
between the operating speed of Queens Boulevard from 46th
Street to 47th Street and the operating speed from Greenpoint
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Avenue and 48th Street, which are within a few blocks of each
other and have the same number of lanes dedicated to moving
vehicles. The street design and streetscape/urban design along
these stretches might be contributing factors.
Recommendations
Despite the lower speed limit, speeding is still a serious concern.
We recommend increasing enforcement where high levels of
speeding are reported, preferably by automating it as described
above in our enforcement recommendations.
Studies have shown that narrowing lanes can help reduce
operating speeds and encourage motorists to drive more
carefully.14 Narrowing wide vehicle lanes, where appropriate, can
calm traffic at intersections where vehicles tend to speed. For
example, in our long term vision for Queens Boulevard, we
propose a reduction of the lane width of moving lanes from
eleven to ten feet. The moving lane adjacent to the parking lane,
however, will remain at 11 feet to accommodate trucks.
Similarly, reducing the number of moving lanes narrows the
street and has the potential to reduce speeding. So bus and bike
lanes, with the latter protected by parking lanes and painted
buffers where there’s sufficient space, should be added to reduce
speeding as well as provide more travel options.

14
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration.
2014. Mitigation Examples for Design Exceptions: Lane Width
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STREET & URBAN
DESIGN

STREET AND URBAN DESIGN
Many of the problems with Queens Boulevard are a product of
its original street design. Queens Boulevard opened to vehicular
traffic in the early twentieth century and was designed as a big,
wide street to move vehicles quickly to and from Manhattan
via the Queensboro bridge. Throughout its history, it has been
designed and managed to serve commuters and other drivers
to the detriment of the surrounding neighborhoods. Despite
nearby transit options, and growing interest in and infrastructure
promoting cycling and walking in New York City, Queens
Boulevard still looks and feels like a highway.
Street Design: Existing Conditions
Our street design survey revealed few surprises. With an average
width of 170 feet, Queens Boulevard offers six to eight travel
lanes for vehicles, but no bicycle or bus lanes. Two to three of
these are express lanes, which allow vehicles to travel down
long blocks without much interruption. In our analysis of travel
speeds on Queens Boulevard we saw the impact of this design:
the maximum reported speed of vehicles traveling in the express
lanes exceeded 40 mph (65 mph clocked in one section). With
speeding so prevalent, it is not a surprise that Queens residents
feel like they are crossing a highway as they approach “the
Boulevard of Death.”
In recent years, the NYC DOT has responded to the
dangerous design of Queens Boulevard, including the recordsetting pedestrian deaths in 19971, by implementing safety
improvements in several locations. But not enough has been
done to fix the problems of the original design.

1
Altamirano, A. 2013. Local advocates march for Queens Boulevard safety improvements
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Info from NYC DOT. 2012. NYC DOT Installs Countdown Signals on Queens Boulevard. Press release #12-04, January 24
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According to the NYS DOT crash data from January 2007 to April
2014, more than 720 crashes between vehicles and bicyclists
or pedestrians occurred along Queens Boulevard or the area
immediately surrounding. Fourteen of these crashes resulted in
a fatality, six of which occurred after 2012. In fact, the number
of fatalities on Queens Boulevard increased from one fatality in
2007 to three fatalities in 2013.
Number of Reported Crashes between Vehicles and
Pedestrians/Bicyclists*
Year

Number of Crashes

Percent Change
from Previous year

2007

97

-

2008

105

8.25%

2009

101

-3.81%

2010

116

14.85%

2011

106

-8.62%

2012

103

-2.83%

2013

80

-22.33%

2014**

13

-

Total

721
*Source: NYS DOT
**Date range of available data is January 2007 to April 2014
Street Design Survey
We also conducted a survey of the design elements at each
intersection in our primary study areas in order to evaluate the
current state of the facilities affecting pedestrians and cyclists.

Example Map of Street Design Survey Results

We focused primarily on elements that have implications for
safety, such as crosswalks, curb ramps, and lighting.2 After
evaluating the elements, we assigned each intersection a label of
“at standard” or “below standard” based on the presence and
minimum quality of the evaluated elements. Overall, we found
that nearly 79 percent of intersections fell below our fairly basic
standard.
We classified more than two-thirds of the intersections in the
Sunnyside study area as below-standard. For example, the
intersection of 46th Street and Queens Boulevard, which leads
many pedestrians to the 7 Train subway station, and from the
station to one of Sunnyside’s most popular commercial areas, has
faded crosswalks.
2
See : Appendix VIII Table of Street Design Survey Criteria and Results
(tables & maps)
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Yellowstone Boulevard often fail to see--or perhaps ignore-the posted sign that left turns onto Queens Boulevard from
Yellowstone Boulevard are illegal. The actions of drivers at this
intersection suggest that signage is poor. The medians at this
intersection are also very narrow, and dangerous apex curb
ramps exist at several corners.
Apex ramps, which serve both crosswalks at an intersection,
can compromise safety. They force people who need to use
the ramps, such as wheelchair users, into the middle of the
intersection when crossing the street and requiring them to
backtrack left or right to enter the crosswalk. When vehicles make
tight turns at corners with apex ramps, these pedestrians are at a
high level of risk. Furthermore, when going down an apex ramp,
individuals with visual impairments can find it hard to determine
the correct crossing location and direction.4
The intersection of 48th Street, Greenpoint Avenue/Roosevelt
Avenue, and Queens Boulevard is also a below-standard
intersection. It has complex geometry as well as apex ramps
that are angled far away from the crosswalk. Additionally, the
intersection contains several poorly placed islands and medians
that encourage pedestrians to cross outside the crosswalks.
But the study area with the most below-standard intersections is
Forest Hills. One of those is 72nd Road and Queens Boulevard,
which has faded crosswalks. Marked crosswalks provide benefits
for drivers as well as pedestrians: unmarked or faded crosswalks
can fail to signal to drivers that a pedestrian will be crossing at a
specific intersection.3 Cars also park directly at the corner of this
intersection, blocking sightlines for people using other modes.
We identified similar problems at the intersection of Yellowstone
Boulevard and Queens Boulevard, a notoriously dangerous
intersection, and its longest crossing. Drivers traveling on
3
National Association of City Transportation Officials. 2013. Urban
Street Design Guide. Washington DC: Island Press

Missing: Infrastructure for Other Modes
One reason it’s been so hard to
reduce pedestrian and bicyclist
fatalities to zero (the goal of the
Mayor’s Vision Zero Campaign)
is that Queens Boulevard lacks
adequate facilities for both
pedestrians and bicyclists.
As documented on the New
York City bike map,5 Queens
Boulevard does not offer any bicycle lanes even though it
connects to the Queensboro Bridge, which offers the only bicycle
crossing from Queens to Manhattan, and is the only direct path
across the disjoined Queens street grid network.
4
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration.
2014. Designing Sidewalks and Trails for Access Part II: Best Practices Design
Guide
5
See the 2015 version at http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/bicyclists/
bikemaps.shtml
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The locations of the three transition intersections.

The Q60 is the only form of public transit to serve the entire Boulevard. There is no
continuous subway between the Retail Malls and Sunnyside study areas.

The street geometry of Queens Boulevard makes the design of
such infrastructure a little bit challenging but not impossible. In
all three of our study areas, there are transition intersections in
which the geometry of Queens Boulevards changes significantly
for all users. The three transition intersections are Roosevelt and
Greenpoint Avenues in Sunnyside; Woodhaven Boulevard and
the LIE in the Malls; and Yellowstone Boulevard in Forest Hills.

but then veers off onto Roosevelt Avenue, and the E, F, M, and
R lines only run along the Boulevard after Broadway to serve the
Retail Malls and Forest Hills study areas. As a result, the Q60 has
one of the highest average weekday ridership totals (14,119) in
Queens.6

Another effect of the original design of Queens Boulevard is
the slow and unreliable Q60 bus route. In order to access
curbside bus stops, the Q60 bus must travel in the service
lanes where traffic is slower due to congestion and vehicles
parking, turning, or entering the roadway. All of our discussions
with the local community, through our workshops and other
outreach mechanisms, inevitably brought up that the Q60 was
very slow. Despite this low level of service, the Q60 provides
access to areas of Queens Boulevard that are underserved by
the subway network. The Q60 is the only bus to travel along the
entire length of Queens Boulevard, filling in the gap where there
is no continuous subway service, as the 7 train serves Sunnyside,

Use Street Design Principles to Create a Safer Street for All
Users

Recommendations:

We propose design changes that will help turn Queens Boulevard
into a more “complete street,” or a street for everyone, no
matter who they are or how they travel.7 Some design elements
of a complete street include sidewalk extensions and bicycle
lanes, which are discussed below in our recommendations.
Along with improving the equity of the street, complete
6
Metropolitan Transportation Authority. Average Weekday MTA Bus
Ridership.
7
Smart Growth America. 2015. Complete Streets Fundamentals
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streets have been shown to
improve safety for residents
using different modes of
transportation. For example,
installing raised medians and
redesigning intersections and
sidewalks can reduce pedestrian
risk by 28 percent. Furthermore,
adding bicycle lanes to the
streetscape reduces the injury
and crash risks of bicyclists by
50 percent.8 So these kinds
of interventions are important
steps toward achieving the city’s
vision for zero fatalities.

8
Smart Growth America. 2015.
Complete Streets Fundamentals
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OPEN THE NYC DOT TOOLBOX
There are a lot of “off-the-shelf” safety designs and
interventions that can increase visibility, safety, and
protection, in case other design features fail. We
propose that NYC DOT ensure all intersections on
Queens Boulevard include the following proven and
feasible features:
• Safety tiles, which warn visually impaired
pedestrians that they are about to enter the
roadway
• Curb ramps at the appropriate grade, to ensure
ADA compliance and make life a little easier for
parents with strollers
• Bell bollards for medians to protect pedestrians
from wayward vehicles
• High visibility crosswalks
• Curb extensions from medians to shorten crossing
distances at intersections
• Tight curb radii and daylighting to improve sight
lines and slow speeds of turning vehicles
• More street lamps in areas that are not well lit

Safety tiles. Source: humansindesign.com
High visibility crosswalks. Source: nacto.org
Bell bollards. Source: transalt.org
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Existing Typical Travel Lane Operations, east of Roosevelt Avenue.

Installing a protected bike lane curbside and a bus lane along the median are included
in our short term recommendations.

Install Bus-Only Lanes

Install Protected Bike Lanes

To address the problem of poor bus service on Queens
Boulevard, our short term recommendation is to install painted
bus lanes. We propose locating the bus lane adjacent to the
median in the mainline to reduce conflicts at the curb side. This
will allow for more free flowing conditions for both cars and
buses, reducing conflicts (and perhaps road rage as well). Fewer
travel lanes for cars will make the street feel less like a highway. If
drivers feel emboldened to speed, the enhanced and automated
enforcement we recommend above should teach them that it’s a
bad idea.

To accommodate Queens residents who want to ride to work
over the Queensboro Bridge, use their bikes for errands along
Queens Boulevard, or just ride for pleasure, our short term
recommendation is to install painted bike lanes protected by
a parking lane. We propose locating the protected bike lane
adjacent to the sidewalk because we think this is where cyclists
who have long avoided Queens Boulevard will feel more
comfortable using such an intimidating road.

Medians will be extended with paint or, where feasible, concrete
to accommodate bus stops. Changes in street geometry in
Sunnyside and the Malls areas require the bus lane to enter or
exit via slip lanes and other means to operate adjacent to the
curb.

Mixing zones, like those used on First and Second Avenues in
Manhattan, would be employed at intersections to allow cars to
turn right. They have proven effective on these streets, and we
think they can be effective on Queens Boulevard when paired
with other design interventions.
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SUNNYSIDE STUDY AREA AT:
ROOSEVELT & GREENPOINT AVENUES

At all three transition
intersections (Roosevelt/
Greenpoint Avenues,
Woodhaven Boulevard, and
Yellowstone Boulevard) where
the road geometry changes or
varies from the general form,
the bike lane is realigned to
reduce conflict with vehicles and
to maintain access to businesses
and community facilities.
At Roosevelt/Greenpoint
Avenues and Woodhaven
Boulevard the bike lane
transitions to the center of the
road to reduce conflict with
vehicles, particularly buses.
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RETAIL MALLS STUDY AREA AT:
WOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
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FOREST HILLS STUDY AREA AT:
YELLOWSTONE BOULEVARD

At Yellowstone Boulevard,
Queens Boulevard actually
splits to create an additional
service lane where several
businesses, a synagogue, and
a post office are located. Here,
we simply recommend installing
an additional bike lane on the
service road.9
9
See: Appendix VIII Table of
Detailed Short and Long Term Recommendations for Transition Intersections/Accompanying Graphics
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Rendering for a new park neear the Retail Malls Study Area, Down Under the LIE: DULIE. This park would take advantage of underutilized open space.

STREET DESIGN IS URBAN DESIGN – AND
VICE VERSA
Through every form of public engagement we conducted, the
ugliness of Queens Boulevard was always a top concern. But
the ugliness is not just an aesthetic problem: the ugliest places,
such as underneath the LIE, are often the most dangerous too.
Our outreach to residents of the Malls study area revealed that
pedestrians do not feel secure when walking underneath the
LIE underpass, but they still travel through the area to enter the
subway station, visit one of the malls, or go to other destinations
along Queens Boulevard. In fact, there is a clear pedestrian
desire path that is frequently used.
To address this desired use and improve pedestrian safety, we
recommend creating a pedestrian plaza underneath the LIE.

The new plaza would include elements such as new designated
pedestrian crosswalks, pedestrian signals, better and more
plentiful lighting, and public art. They would welcome travelers to
Queens Boulevard and make their trip safer. The plaza would also
improve safety by serving as a traffic calming measure, welcome
drivers exiting the LIE, and remind them that they are entering a
neighborhood, not another highway.
The park could be called “Down Under the LIE” or DULIE. We
recommend that the City, community, and the management
companies that run the malls and other businesses collaborate to
provide street furniture and install noise buffers underneath the
bridge, along with pigeon deterrents such as wire mesh. Artistic
lighting that highlights the architectural bridge components and
façade should be added to make walking under the bridge safer
and more attractive. The many blank walls under the bridge
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Toronton Underpass Park
Source: Spencer Wynn

could be beautified by partnering with the Queens Council on
the Arts for installations in different media.
This is not an isolated problem on Queens Boulevard.
Throughout our three study areas, we saw several recurring
issues: blank street walls, inadequate lighting, lack of street
furniture and trees, and poor of public space.
As we developed our urban design guidelines and principles,
we looked to examples such as those developed for the Toronto
Underpass Park. In Toronto, a derelict underused space, similar to
the one under the LIE, was transformed into a community park by
highlighting its architectural features with with innovative public
art and lighting.10
10
lines”

City of Calgary. 2010. “Downtown Underpass Urban Design Guide-

•
•
•
•
•

•

Safety: Provide open and clear spaces with adequate
lighting for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Connectivity: Unify the neighborhoods along Queens
Boulevard to create seamless connections for pedestrians
and bicyclists.
Context: Maintain positive aspects of local character and
design treatments of individual study areas in accordance
with zoning and land use.
Vitality: Encourage the use of underutilized areas in all
study areas and encourage new development that fosters
commercial development along Queens Boulevard.
Greenery: Maximize opportunities for landscaping along
the Queens Boulevard corridor, especially under the LIE
underpass, the New Calvary Cemetery, and the Queens
Center Mall sidewalks and plazas.
Beauty: Foster community pride using murals and lamp
post banners.
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Applying these principles would improve other
parts of the Queens Boulevard corridor, too. In the
Sunnyside study area, we’d like to see the urban
design characteristics west of Roosevelt Avenue
extended eastward (see our Zoning and Land Use
recommendations, above, for more detail). And we
recommend accentuating the cemetery’s stone wall by
replacing the chain link fence with an ornamental cast
iron version. More streetlights should be added on
both the north and south sides of Queens Boulevard
(on the sidewalk, not in the median as they are now)
to make the stretches along the cemetery and the
auto-oriented businesses feel less intimidating to
pedestrians. Currently most street lighting is located

Rendering for the Queens Mall study area on Queens Boulevard.
Upgrades include landscaping and opening up blank street walls
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along the median. Lamp post banners and other
repeated design elements would be a quick and easy
way to foster community pride and unify Sunnyside on
both sides of Roosevelt Avenue.
Other ideas for the Malls streetscape and the LIE
underpass include a collaboration between community
and mall management companies to develop
voluntary design guidelines to improve the bleak
and uninviting street walls and streetscapes outside
the mall buildings. Plazas and sidewalks should be
redesigned to accommodate more street trees and
other planting, lighting, and seating. Blank street walls
should be minimized and windows added, allowing

Rendering for the New Calvary sidewalk along Queens Boulevard.
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pedestrians to see inside the malls.
Forest Hills is a desirable neighborhood because of its historic
characteristics; we want to maintain its look and feel so we
propose that any new development in Forest Hills must be
consistent with the current historical character. Street lighting
should be improved by either adding more lamp posts to
sidewalks or changing lights for high impact LED bulbs. We
recommend the removal of as many at-grade obstructions on the
sidewalk (such as newspaper boxes) as possible to provide more
room for street furniture. Diseased and dying trees should be
replaced.
What do these things have to do with street design? They will
help move Queens Boulevard to being a “complete street”
as described above. And while the literature is not conclusive,
some evidence suggests that street trees, lamp posts, and other
sidewalk elements might slow drivers down by visually narrowing
the roadway ahead and, by providing movement in drivers’
peripheral vision, increasing their awareness of the surrounding
environment.11

11
See, for example, State of New Jersey Department of Transportation.
Undated (last update 2015). “Roadway Design Manual,” Section 15: Traffic
Calming
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LONG-TERM VISION

VI. LONG-TERM VISION
But to truly reimagine Queens Boulevard, we’ll have to go
even further. Building on our short-term recommendations,
our ultimate goal is a complete transformation that unifies the
neighborhoods of Queens instead of slicing through them. One
that gives everyone--residents, visitors, businesses--a place to
come together. A place people who walk and bike, and people
who plan and design places for walking and biking, can look to
for inspiration.
We’re calling our vision for this transformation the Queens
Line Park.
We envision a linear park running the length of the Queens
Boulevard corridor. It wouldn’t remove cars from the street.
Instead, our vision is about moving more people--including
people on buses, on bikes, and on foot--more safely, more
quickly (in the case of the long-suffering riders of the Q60), more
sustainably, and more beautifully.
Our data and analysis confirm that, with an average width of 170
feet, there’s plenty of space to provide an efficient, uninterrupted
diagonal trip through the Queens street grid, to or from
Manhattan, in a protected bus or bike lane.
In our vision for the Queens Line, the bus lanes would still
be centered in the roadway, as they are in our near-term
recommendations. But they’re separated from other driving lanes
by concrete buffers on both sides, eliminating bus/car conflicts
and making bus travel even faster and easier. We would also
move the bike lanes to the center, since people will have grown
more comfortable cycling along Queens Boulevard close to the
sidewalk. In the center, cyclists will also be protected by concrete
buffers, and they’ll be closer to parkland than to traffic.
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So non-drivers will reach their destinations faster, more safely,
and more comfortably. But our vision is about more than just
transportation.
Our GIS analysis found that less than five percent of the
designated parkland in Queens falls within a half-mile buffer
drawn around the seven-mile length of Queens Boulevard.1 And
if the edges of Forest Park and Flushing Meadows Corona Park,
far from most people living on and around Queens Boulevard,
are taken out of consideration, the figure drops to less than three
percent. And most of the remaining parks are active spaces-places like basketball courts and ballfields--not places where
residents can relax or gather for a wide range of activities.
And as discussed in our zoning analysis above, there are
opportunities to increase density, including affordable units
1

See Appendix IX for map

as outlined in Mayor de Blasio’s ten-year housing plan,2 along
the Queens Boulevard corridor. As more people move to more
densely built parts of Queens, the need for parks will become
even more urgent.
On the Queens Line, artists and artisans from Queens’ diverse
communities will be able to display and share their work.
Businesses and management companies will be drawn into
community life, with opportunities to sponsor kiosks, contests,
seasonal events, and other programming. Residents will be able
to meet their neighbors at these events, as well as to engage
with the broader community and the city as a whole as Queens
Boulevard becomes a destination.

2
Office of the Mayor. 2014. Housing New York: A Five-Borough, Ten-Year
Plan. Policy report, May 5
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Everyone can come together in a conservancy or “Friends of the
Queens Line”-type group. This kind of group could get support
from the Parks Department, which would be consistent with the
de Blasio Administration’s Park Equity agenda.3 And introverts in
Queens will just have an attractive and safe place to go for a walk
or wait for the bus.
We know that in New York City, infrastructure that doesn’t work
anymore can be transformed. In Manhattan, an abandoned
3
Office of the Mayor. 2014. De Blasio Administration Launches Community Parks Initiative. Press release, October 7

elevated railway became the High Line. In Queens, an overbuilt
arterial road, designed in another era to serve as an expressway,
can become the Queens Line: a park on the ground, with and for
the people.
When we interviewed Sam Schwartz as part of our research, he
challenged us to think big: to make the Boulevard of Death
into a place Frederick Law Olmsted himself would be proud
of. We think the Queens Line rises to that challenge and can
achieve that lofty goal.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
Queens Boulevard in its current state is an abomination. But
it’s also an anachronism. In the early days of our studio, after
our review of existing conditions, stakeholder sentiment, and
applicable planning literature, we had a better sense of the
challenges we faced. Even after working through a wide-ranging
menu of short- and long-term proposals to make it better, the
difficulties haven’t become less daunting.
Challenges
•

•

•

CONCLUSIONS

The transportation landscape in the US is pervasively
auto-centric, even in New York City. This is particularly true
in Queens, where the built environment--housing stock
as well as street design--makes owning and driving a car
easier than in many other parts of the city. Many Queens
residents, even those who want to walk or bike more, are
concerned about parking and the diversion of traffic onto
neighborhood streets.1
Changing behavior that is reflexive throughout most of a
population is difficult. Few would disagree, for example,
that running red lights or texting while driving or cycling is
dangerous. But many, many people continue to do these
things.2
Despite New York City’s pedestrian culture and relatively
abundant bicycle infrastructure, and the de Blasio
Administration’s Vision Zero program, real change will be
difficult. While pedestrian fatalities in New York City hit a
low in 2014, they hit a five-year high the year before. One
hundred thirty two pedestrians were still killed last year

1
See, for example, Boone, R. 2015. “Queens Residents Fuming Over
Loss of Parking Near Borough Hall.” NY1.com, March 4
2
See, for example, Schroeder, P. and M. Wilbur. 2013. 2012 National
survey of bicyclist and pedestrian attitudes and behavior, volume 2: Findings report. (Report No. DOT HS 811 841 B). Washington, DC: National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration
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•

and bike fatalities were up slightly (20 in 2014 compared
to 12 in 2013).3 That’s not zero. Transportation planning,
even here, remains focused on traffic engineering. Laws,
especially at the state level, are hard to change; even when
they are changed, the impact can be less than expected
or diluted by judicial rulings. And while there is a lot of
goodwill and enthusiasm for Vision Zero at DOT, there’s no
forceful and charismatic figure like Janette Sadik-Khan to
sustain focus and support.
The political dimensions of enforcement are particularly
sensitive. The relationship between NYPD and the de
Blasio Administration, and between the NYPD and the
whole city, has been difficult at times in recent months, for
reasons having nothing to do with transportation. And in
the few instances when police and prosecutors have taken
a tough new attitude toward violations such as failure to
yield, they have met with resistance from groups such as
MTA bus drivers.4 And without effective enforcement, even
the best safety laws will be less effective.

At the same time, however, we were far from alone in searching
for ways to bring about a better Queens Boulevard, and in many
respects the timing of our project could not have been better.
Opportunities
•
•

It was clear to us that, even though many of them drive,
and want to keep driving, residents living near Queens
Boulevard want change.
Despite some pushback against Vision Zero, there is
growing political support for increased safety. The
program has helped focus public and media attention
on the consequences of dangerous driving and the risks

3
Barca, C. 2015. “NYC Pedestrian Deaths Fell to All-Time Low in 2014.”
Queens Chronicle, January 8
4
See, for example, Fitzsimmons, E. 2015. “Mayor de Blasio’s Traffic Law
Vilifies Bus Drivers, Union Says.” The New York Times, February 19

to pedestrians and cyclists, building on infrastructure
improvements started during the Bloomberg
Administration.
• In March, the City DOT announced plans to improve
pedestrian and bike infrastructure along the 1.3 mile
stretch of Queens Boulevard targeted during their
workshop.5 The project is the first in a projected $100
million capital project planned for Queens Boulevard.
The agency also announced plans to introduce Select
Bus Service on Woodhaven Boulevard.6 If they are fully
implemented, these improvements, while straight out of
(an enlightened) transportation engineer’s toolbox, will
function as steps toward the more integrated approach
we are helping TAQ to envision and share. They’ll help to
foster a better integrated transit network that will promote
more efficient use of Queens Boulevard by people who
aren’t driving alone in a car.
• Despite surprisingly low and possibly erroneous numbers
in the 2010 Census, Queens’ population is growing
fast.7 With big new developments on the boards in Long
Island City, Astoria, and Flushing, we as New York City
planners have a chance to think about ways to make this
part of the city more vibrant and inviting as it becomes
denser and more urban in character.
The auto-centric culture of the 20th Century has failed us. The
urban form that came out of it is dangerous, divisive, and ugly,
and Queens Boulevard is an exemplar of that form.
5
New York City Department of Transportation. 2015. DOT to Unveil
Concept This Evening to Dramatically Redesign Queens Boulevard Corridor,
Starting Along 1.3 Miles. Press release #15-047, March 31
6
New York City Department of Transportation. 2015. DOT Unveils Design Concept for Woodhaven/Cross Bay Boulevards Select Bus Service. Press
release #15-043, March 24
7
Rafter, D. 2014. Queens’ Population Nears 2.3 Million. Queens Chronicle, April 3
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In this studio, we reimagined the space in the streetbed as a
place for people, not just cars. Our ideas would change Queens
Boulevard dramatically, but they are based on mainstream
planning principles and real-life examples, not wishful
thinking. We hope they become part of the timely and exciting
conversation about making the Boulevard a place that draws
the people who live in Queens’ diverse neighborhoods together
instead of driving them apart.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX I: PUBLIC PARTICIPATING GIS SURVEY
As graduate students, we engaged the public about their perceptions of safety on Queens Boulevard. We created a survey to
document the public’s perception of safety in the Forest Hills section of Queens and compared it to documented data about
pedestrian-vehicle collisions. The overarching goal of the survey was to raise awareness about safety concerns, both among the
public surveyed and planners considering interventions in the area. In-person paper surveys conducted along Queens Boulevard,
allowed participants to identify safe/unsafe locations, and provide a brief explanation. Online participants utilized the Wikimapping
platform that allowed participants to place points within the designated area on a Google base map.
56 participants contributed 268 unique points indicating safe/unsafe locations that were mapped and analyzed. The resulting
visualizations demonstrate a strong correlation between the intensity of unsafe perceptions and crash data. The public is correct to
be wary about safety in many locations because they are the locations of recorded crashes. Locations perceived to be safe are areas
where the city has implemented safety design interventions. The analysis of perceptual data also identified new locations perceived
as unsafe by the public where there is no official data about crashes to draw meaningful conclusions. The perceptual mapping project
suggests a need for further analysis of the safety considerations of Queens Boulevard to reduce injuries and fatalities.
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APPENDIX II: NYC DOT PUBLIC WORKSHOP
Group Discussions:
• DOT Introduction:
• Review of existing conditions on Queens Boulevard
• Behavior and issues on Queens Boulevard (ex.
double parking)
• Overview of DOT’s toolkit
• Noted Issues:
• Queens Boulevard serves as a major thoroughfare
and a fast way for Queens residents to get
to Manhattan; the BQE or LIE would not be
acceptable substitutes.
• Double parking is a major issue on the service road.
• “Leave no space for double parking”
• 65th Place and Queens Boulevard is a particularly
dangerous intersection:
• High crash rate
• Pedestrians “jay-walking” is prevalent from 72nd to
74th Streets.

•

Motorists driving eastbound on Queens Boulevard
cannot make a left until 58th Street, which makes
access to areas south of Queens Boulevard difficult
for motorists.
• Queens Boulevard is too wide:
• “Why make it so big?”
• How do we accommodate pedestrian crossings?
• Lighting is very poor at 74th and 73rd Streets
• Problems at the slip lanes:
• Signage telling motorists where and how
they can get off/on the main road is very
poor.
• “Can we get rid of them?”
• Queens’ population is only getting bigger, which
will create more traffic on Queens Boulevard.
• Queens Boulevard has a slope after 58th Street
(westbound) which reduces visibility.
• Q60 bus is very slow.
• Use of Eastern Parkway as a best practice.
• Speeding is still an issue.
• Lack of street art:
• Should reflect the most culturally diverse place in
NYC.
Quotes:
• “Less like a major highway and more of something
we can be proud of”
• “Service Road space is being wasted right now”
• “With more bikes, there will be less cars”
• “Signal timing encourages driving over 25 mph”
• “Remember Robert Moses”
• Perception of Queens as a auto-oriented borough.
• “Nightmare around the BQE”
• “Queens Boulevard is our backyard”
• “No more vigils”
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Key themes:
• One issue that everyone (motorists, cyclists, pedestrians, etc.) agrees on is that intersections are dangerous. These dangerous
situations are caused by motorists speeding and pedestrians crossing the street recklessly. Improving pedestrian safety is of
the utmost importance.
• Reallocating space on Queens Boulevard is a contentious issue. Motorists feel that any lane of traffic lost will only exacerbate
traffic issues on Queens Boulevard.

APPENDIX III: STUDIO FOCUS GROUP
On March 4, 2015, we met with participants representing all of our three major study areas and case study area at Queens Borough
Hall to share our findings that we had collected and to listen to their safety concerns and suggestions for making Queens Boulevard a
better place. We advertised our workshop through email blasts to Community Boards, local organizations, and participants from our
Public Participation Survey. We also distributed flyers to local businesses and to the Lost Battalion Recreation Center and posted to
neighborhood Facebook pages.
The workshop was divided into four sections:
1. Sticker Exercise: We asked participants to identify locations on aerial maps of locations that are negative, positive, or neutral
and why.
2. Presentation of Findings: We took this this to present the data that we have collected both in the field and through databases.
3. Visions Exercise: In this exercise, participants were given photos of locations both locally, nationally, and internationally that
might serve as inspiration for what they would want to see on Queens Boulevard.
4. Values Exercise: For the last exercise, participants were given three stickers for each topic (bikes, pedestrians, transit, and cars)
per study area and were asked to select the values that appealed to them most.
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Results from Values Activity for all four Study Area and LaGuardia Community College Case Study Area
Forest
Hills
Transit
Sheltered bus stops and more
amenities
More frequent and reliable service to existing bus routes
Enough space on the sidewalk
to wait for bus
Limited Q60 bus service on
Queens Boulevard
Better connection bus to bus
and bus to subway
Bus only lanes for faster service
Light rail (participant added)

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

0

1

4

5

2

2

0

0

4

2

2

0

0

4

Forest
Hills
Cars
Queens Boulevard look and
feel less like a highway
Signal timing in sync with
speed limits
Less traffic
Improved roadway conditions
(ex: fewer potholes)
NYPD Enforcement for Speeding and Failure to Yield
Better marking, signs, and
lighting
Easier turns: signalized turning
lanes and/or reduction of turning bans
More parking
I do not drive on Queens Boulevard

Malls Sunnyside LaGuardia Total

Malls Sunnyside LaGuardia Total

2

1

1

1

5

2

0

1

0

3

2

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

2

5

1

1

2

9

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Comments

Comments

And enforcement of honking
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Results from Values Activity for all four Study Area and LaGuardia Community College Case Study Area

Forest
Hills
Pedestrians
Shorter crossing distances
Longer crossing times and countdown signals
Better protected medians
More benches, trash cans, and
other amenities
More lighting on sidewalks
More inviting public spaces along
Queens Boulevard

Malls Sunnyside LaGuardia Total Comments

0

1

1

0

2

1

0

1

3

5

4

1

0

2

7

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

1

1

7

Forest
Malls Sunnyside LaGuardia Total Comments
Hills
Bikes
More bike amenities, such as bike
racks
CitiBike on Queens Boulevard
Bike lanes on Queens Boulevard to
ride my bike safely and comfortably
Ride by bike to the subway or bus
I don’t mind sharing the space with
drivers
I have no interest in riding my bike
on Queens Boulevard
I don’t think bikes belong on Queens
Boulevard

1

0

1

1

3

0

1

1

0

2

7

2

1

1

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0
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Additional Comments and Concerns from Workshop
• Increase public space along Queens Boulevard.
Forest Hills and Retail Malls Area
• Underpass under Woodhaven boulevard - a light system
Additional Concerns
put in place to slow traffic down prior to this area
• There was repeated concern the changed traffic
• An aesthetically pleasing street wall/mural on the wall of
operations at Yellowstone Boulevard has led to an increase
underpass.
in traffic diverted into the local neighborhood side streets. Sunnyside and LaGuardia
One participant felt that any change on Queens Boulevard Additional Concerns
would result in traffic congestion in neighborhoods.
• 48th Street and Greenpoint Avenue: poor navigation
• Current crosswalks in neighborhoods are not adequate
for both car and pedestrians. Nevertheless, this is an
for high traffic. In addition, the crosswalks and medians,
important intersections since there is a bus stop.
overall, are not plowed often enough when it snows.
• 46th Street:
• The intersection at Austin Street and Yellowstone
• Bottleneck in the middle of the median, so it talks
Boulevard by 112th Precinct Police Station is a problem
2-3 minutes to walk across the entire street.
intersection because of the difficult light, as it is not clear
• The signals encourage faster driving.
on the right turn.
• “I remember sprinting across 46th Street.”
• Many trees were lost along Yellowstone Boulevard and
• 49th Street:
have not been replaced.
• Cars speed in both directions: on the south because
• The bus stop by LIE entrance in the Malls area was moved
the roadbed widens, on the north because it
to the front of Marshalls due to the change of one traffic
transitions from freeway-like street to a narrower
lane on Queens Boulevard to a drop off area, inconvenient
street. Speeding, however, is more dangerous in the
and unsafe.
westbound lanes.
• Buses are getting on cut off by cars to switch lanes.
• There needs to be a larger buffer between median
• Drivers speed up when approaching the underpass at
and road. The cars are driving very quickly right
Woodhaven Boulevard.
next to pedestrians.
• Speeding is a problem between 40th and 46th Street.
Comments from the Vision Exercise
• From 44 to 42nd it is impossible to walk because there is
• Ocean Parkway – Good, but rail between pedestrians and
such high pedestrian traffic
cyclists has mixed reviews – makes it safer, but also does
Comments from Vision Exercise
not allow cyclists freedom
• Good: The roundabout, rendering of the pedestrian plaza
• “UFO” intersection (large roundabout) – Good
on Woodhaven Boulevard, and the bike roundabout were
• Barcelona Street – nice, wide walkway
favored. The image of Mexico City seemed practical.
• Bad: The image of the existing conditions on Woodhaven
General Recommendations
Boulevard was unfavored. In addition,participants did
• Every 5 – 10 years, drivers should have to repeat their
not think the idea of Ocean Parkway seemed feasible and
driving test.
expressed concern about removing traffic lanes.
• Introduce protected bike lanes along Queens Boulevard.
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APPENDIX IV: MINI WORKSHOP AT THE REGO

Results from Values Activity for the Malls Study Area

PARK SENIOR CENTER

On March 24, 2015, we met with a small group of seniors at
the Rego Park Senior Center located in the Retail Malls Study
Area to listen to their concerns and suggestions regarding
safety on Queens Boulevard as most of our participants live
within ten blocks of the Senior Center and walk. This meeting
was requested by the Senior Center while we were in the field
conducting our Street Design Survey and advertising for our
Focus Group Workshop. We decided to focus more on the
seniors concerns and suggestions and as with our workshop at
Queens Borough Hall, we asked our participants to partake in the
Values Exercise, where each participant received three stickers for
each topic. Participants identified safety issues such as, “people
text and pay no attention to others who are walking”, which is
aligned with our findings on user distraction. Other participants
had suggestions on how to make the Boulevard a better place
such as, “It is not pretty, I would like to see a nicer looking
Queens Boulevard (stores, lights, etc).”

Malls Comments
Transit
Sheltered bus stops and more amenties
More frequent and reliable service to existing
bus routes

3

Enough space on the sidewalk to wait for bus

0

Limited Q60 bus service on Queens Boulevard

2

Better connection bus to bus and bus to subway

2

Bus only lanes for faster service

2

3

Malls Comments
Cars
Queens Boulevard look and feel less like a
highway

3

Signal timing in sync with speed limits

1

Less traffic
Improved roadway conditions (ex: fewer potholes)
NYPD Enforcement for Speeding and Failure to
Yield

2

Better marking, signs, and lighting
Easier turns: signalized turning lanes and/or
reduction of turning bans

1

More parking

2

I do not drive on Queens Boulevard

3

1
2
0

Malls Comments
Pedestrians
Shorter crossing distances

1

Longer crossing times and countdown signals

3

Better protected medians

2

More benches, trash cans, and other amenities

2

More lighting on sidewalks
More inviting public spaces along Queens Boulevard

4
2
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Results from Values Activity for the Malls Study Area
Malls Comments
Bikes
More bike amenities, such as bike racks

1

CitiBike on Queens Boulevard

1

Bike lanes on Queens Boulevard to ride my bike
safely and comfortably

Maybe more
people would
ride their bike
2 more.

Ride by bike to the subway or bus

0

I don’t mind sharing the space with drivers
I have no interest in riding my bike on Queens
Boulevard

0

I don’t think bikes belong on Queens Boulevard

2

6

APPENDIX V: HISTORY & DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographics

This data includes the demographic statistics for all individual
census tracts along Queens Boulevard, which we called the “first
buffer.” It also includes the total demographic information for all
of the census tracts within the first buffer.
We went on to create more buffers surrounding Queens
Boulevard to better understand the demographics of the area as
well as demographic trends. The buffer containing the Queens
Boulevard census tracts is the first buffer, the next census tracts
surrounding that is the second, and then the third is the last
buffer we created. This data shows selected demographic data
for the three buffers we created around Queens Boulevard.
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Queens Boulevard Demographics - 3 Buffers - Social Explorer - Census 2010 and ACS 2008 -- 2012 (5-Year Estimates)

Statistics

TOTAL (All Census Tracts Along
Queens Boulevard)

TOTAL (All Selected TOTAL (All Selected
Census Tracts in
Census Tracts in
2nd Buffer)
3rd Buffer)

SE:T1. Total Population

Total Population

151,599

244,379

289,927

151,599
72,162
79,437

47.6%
52.4%

244,379
122,059
122,320

50.0%
50.1%

289,927
145,305
144,622

50.1%
49.9%

5.4%
4.4%
4.0%
2.5%
7.6%
19.1%
16.1%
13.9%
12.2%
7.5%
4.9%
2.5%

244,379
14,864
13,087
11,712
7,632
22,944
44,673
38,202
34,733
27,434
15,926
9,299
3,873

6.1%
5.4%
4.8%
3.1%
9.4%
18.3%
15.6%
14.2%
11.2%
6.5%
3.8%
1.6%

289,927
19,110
16,449
15,163
9,828
29,844
54,574
44,703
37,907
29,635
17,268
10,903
4,543

6.6%
5.7%
5.2%
3.4%
10.3%
18.8%
15.4%
13.1%
10.2%
6.0%
3.8%
1.6%

SE:T3. Sex

Total Population:
Male
Female
SE:T8. Age

Total Population:
Under 5 years
5 to 9 years
10 to 14 years
15 to 17 years
18 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 64 years
65 and 74 years
75 to 84 years
85 years and over

151,599
8,206
6,711
6,093
3,737
11,538
28,923
24,353
21,091
18,462
11,305
7,410
3,770
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SE:T55. Hispanic Or Latino Origin By Race

Total population:
Not Hispanic or Latino:
White alone

67.5%
28.0%

289,927
161,685
86,170

55.8%
29.7%

11,896

4.9%

17,094

5.9%

0.1%

391

0.2%

506

0.2%

50,247

33.1%

78,401

32.1%

48,861

16.9%

41

0.0%

66

0.0%

121

0.0%

621
3,141
36,863
18,921

0.4%
2.1%
24.3%
12.5%

1,141
4,612
79,420
37,098

0.5%
1.9%
32.5%
15.2%

2,950
5,983
128,242
57,654

1.0%
2.1%
44.2%
19.9%

Black or African American alone

815

0.5%

2,208

0.9%

4,156

1.4%

American Indian and Alaska Native alone

619

0.4%

1,039

0.4%

1,789

0.6%

Asian alone

274

0.2%

475

0.2%

424

0.2%

20

0.0%

56

0.0%

64

0.0%

13,373
2,841

8.8%
1.9%

33,145
5,399

13.6%
2.2%

55,268
8,887

19.1%
3.1%

Black or African American alone
American Indian and Alaska Native alone
Asian alone

151,599
114,736
57,536

75.7%
38.0%

244,379
164,959
68,452

2,952

2.0%
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Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone
Some Other Race alone
Two or More Races
Hispanic or Latino:
White alone

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone
Some Other Race alone
Two or More Races
SE:T57. Median Household Income (In 2012 Inflation Adjusted Dollars) (ACS)

Median household income (In 2012 Inflation Adjusted Dollars)

$56,263

$53,122

$51,381
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SE:T94. Tenure (ACS)

Occupied Housing Units:
Owner Occupied
Renter Occupied

64,658
22,504
42,154

34.8%
65.2%

86,628
28,334
58,294

32.7%
67.3%

99,895
33,850
66,045

33.9%
66.1%

25.6%
20.5%
5.2%

133,519
36,809
29,824
6,985

27.6%
22.3%
5.2%

SE:T128. Means Of Transportation To Work For Workers 16 Years And Over
(ACS)

Workers 16 Years and over:
Car, truck, or van
Drove Alone
Carpooled

77,300
16,425
12,947
3,478

21.3%
16.8%
4.5%

114,061
29,237
23,360
5,877

Public transportation (Includes Taxicab)

52,858

68.4%

73,982

64.9%

82,179

61.6%

33
229
5,163
352
2,240

0.0%
0.3%
6.7%
0.5%
2.9%

51
490
7,127
621
2,553

0.0%
0.4%
6.3%
0.5%
2.2%

47
1,095
9,729
563
3,097

0.0%
0.8%
7.3%
0.4%
2.3%

97.1%
3.0%
8.5%
11.7%
20.9%
32.3%
16.9%
3.9%
2.9%

114,061
111,508
2,751
11,579
14,584
23,887
33,350
20,248
5,109
2,553

97.8%
2.4%
10.2%
12.8%
20.9%
29.2%
17.8%
4.5%
2.2%

133,519
130,422
5,060
15,106
16,737
28,870
33,159
25,585
5,905
3,097

97.7%
3.8%
11.3%
12.5%
21.6%
24.8%
19.2%
4.4%
2.3%

Motorcycle
Bicycle
Walked
Other means
Worked at home
SE:T129. Travel Time To Work For Workers 16 Years And Over (ACS)

Workers 16 Years and over:
Did not work at home:
Less than 10 minutes
10 to 19 minutes
20 to 29 minutes
30 to 39 minutes
40 to 59 minutes
60 to 89 minutes
90 or More minutes
Worked at home

77,300
75,060
2,282
6,564
9,036
16,138
24,956
13,085
2,999
2,240
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SE:T133. Nativity By Citizenship Status (ACS)
Total Population:
Native Born
Foreign Born:
Naturalized Citizen
Not a Citizen

151,170
68,408
82,762
45,048
37,714

45.3%
54.8%
29.8%
25.0%

235,613
98,865
136,748
68,408
68,340

42.0%
58.0%
29.0%
29.0%

278,115
137,197
140,918
67,408
73,510

49.3%
50.7%
24.2%
26.4%
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Industry Worked in by Study Area Resident
Industry Worked in by Study Area Residents
INDUSTRY

Sunnyside

Malls

Forest Hills

Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining

0.17%

0.10%

0.00%

Construction

6.19%

5.72%

1.03%

Manufacturing

4.46%

6.19%

1.57%

Wholesale trade

2.96%

4.51%

1.40%

Retail trade

9.81%

14.22%

3.13%

Transportation and warehousing, and utilities

7.23%

8.78%

1.03%

Information

3.47%

4.76%

2.05%

Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and
leasing

7.45%

14.92%

6.97%

Professional, scientific, and management, and
administrative and waste management services

12.05%

18.31%

8.41%

Educational services, and health care and social assistance

18.96%

33.17%

9.20%

Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation
and food services

16.72%

14.09%

2.65%

Other services, except public administration

8.09%

8.99%

1.75%

Public administration

2.44%

4.11%

2.34%

This data shows that residents in each study area are primarily employed in similar categories; in all three study areas, the top industry
residents are employed in is “Educational services, and health care and social assistance.” After that, each area differed; Sunnyside
had residents in “arts, entertainment, and recreation and accommodation and food services,” while the Malls had residents in “retail
trade,” and Forest Hills had residents in “professional, scientific, and management, and administrative and waste management
services.”
Source: United States Census Bureau/American Fact Finder “DP03: Selected Economic Characteristics” 2009-2013 American
Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey Office, 2011. Web. May 10, 2015. http://factfinder2.census.
gov
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American Community Survey data shows that in general, Forest Hills is slightly wealthier than the other two study areas, while
Sunnyside is the least wealthy of the two. The Malls study area generally trended in the middle of the other two areas.
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APPENDIX VI: LAND USE
Land Use Survey: Ground Floor Use
Ground Floor Use by Industry Table

Ground Floor Use by Industry
Industry
Accommodation and Food Services

Sunnyside

Mall

Forest Hills

21.67%

25.00%

12.79%

Administrative, Support, Waste Management and
Remediation Services

1.67%

0.00%

1.16%

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation

1.67%

1.19%

0.00%

Educational Services

3.33%

0.00%

0.00%

Finance and Insurance

5.00%

7.14%

9.30%

Health Care and Social Assistance

3.33%

5.95%

17.44%

Information

0.00%

1.19%

2.33%

Manufacturing

1.67%

0.00%

1.16%

Other Services (except Public Administration)

18.33%

5.95%

16.28%

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

0.00%

3.57%

1.16%

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

1.67%

9.52%

17.44%

28.33%

27.38%

10.47%

Transportation and Warehousing

3.33%

0.00%

1.16%

Vacant

8.33%

11.90%

9.30%

Retail trade

Wholesale Trade
1.67%
1.19%
0.00%
This data collected while surveying each study area, noting each ground floor use on each block and lot. The data was then paired to
the corresponding North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) four-digit number.
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Specific Ground Floor Uses of Primary Study Areas*
Forest Hills Mall Area
Animal Clinic
Auto Body Shop
Bagel Store
Bakery/Dessert
Bank
Barber Shop
Beauty/Spa
Cemetery
Coffee shop
Deli/Convenience
Dentist
Diner
Doctor
Dollar Store
Dry Cleaners
Electronics Store
Eye Glass Store
Fast Food
Florist
Furniture Store
Gamestop
Gas Station
Gentleman’s Club
Grocery Store
Hardware Shop
Health Store
Hospital
Hotel
Insurance Office

Sunnyside

1

1

1
2
8
1
4

5

4

5

2
1
2
3
1

2
6
1
8
2
1
2

3
1

7

5

4
1

1

5
1
6
1
10
2
1
1

4

1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1

Totals
2
5
1
2
17
1
11
1
2
12
7
1
13
1
2
9
2
10
2
11
3
2
2
7
1
2
1
1
2
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Knights of Columbus
Laundromat
Law Office
Mall
Movie Theatre
Office Space
Parking Garage
Parking Lot
Party Supply Store
Pawn Shop
Pharmacy
Post Office
Realty
Religious Center
Residential
Restaurant
Retail
School
Senior Center
Shipping
Shoe Store/Repair
Travel Agency
Vacant
TOTAL BUSINESSES

1

1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
11
4

1
1
2
1

1
1

2
1
1
2
10
2

1
1

1
1
1

1
76

2
79

1
3

3
5
2
1
1
1
3
61

1
1
1
2
1
5
1
3
1
1
7
1
2
6
13
19
4
1
1
3
2
1
6
216

*All information taken from ground floor use
surveys conducted

This spreadsheet was comprised of information taken from the ground floor use surveys conducted in each study area. This is the raw
data of specific ground floor businesses on each lot within our primary study areas.
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Land Uses of Primary Study Areas*
Forest
Mall
Sunnyside Totals
Hills
Area
Commercial
13
50
21
84
Residential
11
2
13
Mixed-Use
3
9
7
19
Community Facilities
3
3
5
11
Manufacturing/Industrial
1
4
5
Office
1
1
1
3
Parking
1
1
2
Open Space
1
1
Vacant
4
4
8
Totals
33
69
44
146
*All information taken from land use surveys conducted

This spreadsheet was comprised of information taken from the
land use surveys conducted in each study area. The data shows
the land uses of each lot within our primary study areas.

APPENDIX VII: TRAFFIC AND MOBILITY
Spot Speed Survey Description and Methodology
Study Plan:
During our public outreach efforts, drivers, pedestrians, and
bicyclists agreed that speeding is a problem on Queens
Boulevard. Speeding creates a dangerous environment for
drivers, pedestrians, bicyclists, and all other street users. In
2012, NHTSA found that speeding was a contributing factor
in 30 percent (10,219 fatalities) of all fatal crashes, an increase
of 2 percent from 2011.1 Crashes between pedestrians and
motorists have a higher likelihood of resulting in a fatality when
1
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration:
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 2014. Traffic Safety Facts 2012
Data.

the motorist travels at 30 mph instead of 20 mph, and 40 mph
instead of 30.2
To gain further insight to level of risk of a pedestrian fatality on
Queens Boulevard, we conducted a spot speed survey to record
how quickly cars are approaching or passing major intersections
in each direction (northbound, southbound, eastbound, and
northbound). We define a major intersection as the intersection
of major arterial streets and a location with a high frequency of
crashes. This spot speed survey includes data from the following
major intersections within our study area:
Sunnyside
1. Queens Boulevard at Roosevelt Avenue/Greenpoint
Avenue
2. Queens Boulevard at 46th Street
Retail Malls
1. Queens Boulevard at Grand Ave/Broadway
2. Queens Boulevard from Woodhaven Blvd/59 Ave to Eliot
Ave/Horace Harding Expy
3. Queens Boulevard at 63 Drive
Forest Hills
1. Queens Boulevard at Yellowstone Blvd
2. Queens Boulevard at 71st Ave/108 Street
Methodology/Data Collection Technology:
To capture how inviting the street design is to speeding, we will
conduct the spot speed counts during off-peak hours (between
8:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m.) on Saturdays and Sundays.
A Bushnell speed gun was used to measure the speed of the
2
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration.
2013. Factors Relating to Pedestrian Crashes and Fatalities.
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vehicles.
The recommendation for spot speed counts is to record the
speeds of at least thirty cars for one hour. On the service roads,
we measured the speed of 50 vehicles for each direction. For the
express lanes, we measured 25 vehicles in eastbound lanes and
another 25 vehicles in the westbound direction. One out of every
five passing cars was measured for the study.
We decided to measure a full 50 cars on the service roads
because parked cars and street design elements, such as curb
extensions, may affect travel speeds. The express lanes, however,
lack these elements. Therefore, we decided that it would be
appropriate to measure 25 vehicles in each direction of the
express lanes. Moreover, the results of the express lanes are
based upon the data collected from both directions.

Informational Guide.3
•
•

•

Mean Speed: The average speed; calculated as the sum of
all speeds divided by the number of speed observations.
85th Percentile Speed: The speed at or below which 85
percent of a sample of free flowing vehicles is traveling;
this is typically used as a baseline for establishing the
speed (based on a spot speed study).
Median (50th Percentile Speed): The speed that equally
divides the distribution of spot speeds; 50 percent of
observed speeds are higher than the median; 50 percent
of observed speeds are lower than the median.

Location Selection:
During the survey, the data collector was stationed immediately
before or after the major intersection to capture the speed of the
vehicle as it passed the intersection and, consequentially, points
of conflicts with pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers.
Because holding the speed gun a 90-degree angle to the moving
vehicles produces the least accurate results, the data collector
aimed the speed gun at roughly a 10- to 30- degree angle to the
vehicle.
During each measurement, the data collector was stationed in a
parked car, behind street trees, or on top of an overpass and was,
therefore, concealed from drivers at all times.
Definition of Terms:
The results section of this spot speed survey references the
following terms, which are defined in NHTSA’s Speed Concepts:

3
US Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration.
2009. Speed Concepts: Informational Guide
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Study Area

Street

From

To

Direction

Min
(mph)

Max
(mph)

Average
(mph)

50%
Percentile
(mph)

85%
Percentile
(mph)

Posted
Speed
(mph)

Sunnyside

Queens
Blvd

46th Street

47th Street

EB and
WB

15

35*

24.48

25

27

25

Sunnyside

Queens
Blvd

Greenpoint
Avenue

48th Street

EB and
WB

18

36*

26.54

26

30.65

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

Grand Avenue

Reader
Street

WB

18

36*

25.42

25.5

29

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

Grand Avenue

Van Loon
Street

EB

14

27

21.26

22

23

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd

Grand Avenue

Van Loon
Street

EB and
WB

23

40*

27.72

27

30.5

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

Woodhaven
Blvd

57th Avenue

EB

18

36*

27.52

27

32

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

Woodhaven
Blvd

57th Avenue

WB

22

43*

28.56

28.5

32

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd

Woodhaven
Blvd

62nd Avenue

EB and
WB

27

69*

38.82

37.5

46*

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd
(Service Rd)

63rd Avenue

63rd Road

WB

18

46*

25.64

24.5

30.0

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd
(Service Rd)

63rd Avenue

63rd Road

EB

18

40*

26.4

26

29.65

25

Malls

Queens
Blvd

63rd Avenue

63rd Road

EB and
WB

21

45*

30.66

31

34.65*

25

Forest Hills

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

Yellowstone
Blvd

69th Avenue

EB

15

28

20.68

20

26

25

Forest Hills

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

Yellowstone
Blvd

69th Avenue

WB

13

35*

21.08

20.5

26

25
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Forest Hills

Queens
Blvd

Yellowstone
Blvd

69th Avenue

EB and
WB

23

44*

30.92

31

35*

25

Forest Hills

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

71st Avenue

70st Street

EB

13

32

18.56

23

27

25

Forest Hills

Queens
Blvd (Service Rd)

70th Road

108th Street

WB

16

37*

23.44

23

27

25

Forest Hills

Queens
Blvd

71st Avenue

108th Street

EB and
WB

21

42*

30.82

30

36*

25

* Numbers in red denote speeds that are 10 mph or more over the speed limit.

APPENDIX VIII: STREET AND URBAN DESIGN
Street Design Survey

We surveyed 38 intersections along Queens Boulevard and found
that approximately 79% of intersections are below-standard
according to our criteria. Intersections included normal fourleg intersections, T-intersections (created by the medians),
and complex intersections. All four-legged intersections were
controlled by a traffic signal, while T-intersections were controlled
either by a traffic signal, stop sign, or was uncontrolled if there
was no vehicle conflict. The geometry and traffic control was
documented within our street design survey forms.
Our street design survey also included a long form survey where
we evaluated each corner at a major intersection based upon our
street design criteria. Major intersections in each study area were
also measured to determine street widths and crossing times. A
list of the major intersections are included below
Sunnyside
1) Queens Boulevard at Roosevelt Avenue/Greenpoint
Avenue

2) Queens Boulevard at 46th Street
Retail Malls
1) Queens Boulevard at Grand Avenue/Broadway
2) Queens Boulevard at 57 Avenue
3) Queens Boulevard from Woodhaven Boulevard/59 Avenue
to Eliot Avenue/Horace Harding Expressway
4) Queens Boulevard at 63 Drive
Forest Hills
1) Queens Boulevard at Yellowstone Boulevard
2) Queens Boulevard at 71st Avenue/108 Street
At Standard

Below Standard

Total

Percentage

Total

Percentage

Sunnyside

4

33.3%

8

66.7%

12

Malls

1

9.1%

10

90.9%

11

Forest Hills

3

20.0%

12

80.0%

15

Total

8

21.1%

30

78.9%

38

Study Area

Total

107

After much discussion, we settled on this list of elements
because of their impact on how all users can safely interact in
intersections, where potential conflicts abound. After checking
for the mere presence of these elements, we also evaluated
the quality or state of repair. We evaluated the quality of each
element in the following manner:
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Street Design Criteria Elements
Street Design Element

At Standard

Below Standard

Signage

Signs are in a state of good repair and straightforward
for either drivers and/or pedestrians.

Signs are in disrepair or are confusing for either drivers and/or
pedestrians.

Crosswalks

Crosswalks are in a state of good repair. High visibility
crosswalks are optimal as they can better alert drivers
to pedestrian crossings.

Crosswalks that are faded or simple, two line pedestrian crosswalks.

Curb Ramp

Curb ramp exists at each designated pedestrian crossing and posses a textured surface present (warning tile
or textured concrete in good condition).

Apex curb ramps, as they force people who need to use the
ramps, such as wheelchair users, into the middle of the intersection when crossing the street. In addition, curb ramps that
present a tripping hazard, a steep slope, or possess no textured
surface.

Pedestrian Signal (if applicable
only if traffic signal is present)

Pedestrian sign at every corner or median. Ideal
pedestrian signals include: countdown timer, audible
“WALK” indications, and push buttons.

Missing pedestrian signal or not in a state of good repair.

Street Lamps

Street lamps are present at or near (within 10 feet) the
intersection, particularly the pedestrian crossing.

No street lamp present; street lamp is visibly malfunctioning.

Curb Radius

If the curb radius deters drivers from
turning with excessive speed. Curb radius is determined by how “sharp” a turn is.

If the curb radius allows drivers to turn with excessive speed.

Neckdown or Curb Extension

In the case of multi-lane streets, curb extensions exist
to limit crossing distance for pedestrians. “At Standard” may indicate that an intersection is not in need
of a neckdown.

Street is wide and difficult to cross; presence of no bulb-out or
curb extension where it could be installed.

Daylighting

Daylighting has been implemented to increase visibility. Daylighting is the removal of parked cars that block
visibility at street corners; do drivers and pedestrians
have clear lines of sight to see one another.

Cars are able to park at corners; daylighting has not been implemented and is needed.

General Obstructions

No obstruction (such as a tree) is blocking the control
device of the intersection and/or sight lines for driver
and cyclists.

Obstructions blocking control device and/or sight lines for driver or cyclists.

Medians (if applicable)

Medians have curb ramps and are wide and protected;
pedestrians should feel safe waiting.

Medians are narrow or non-existent; unsafe for pedestrians to
wait on.
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The elements that we felt held the most priority when we were
conducting the street design survey are as follows: the presence
and quality of curb ramps, crosswalks, and pedestrian signal. If
one of the aforementioned elements was below standard, we
considered the intersection to be “below standard”.
If the intersection’s curb ramps, crosswalks, and pedestrian signal
were “at standard”, we then calculated the average score of all
the criteria elements to determine if, overall, the intersection
was “at standard” or “below standard”. To be considered an “at
standard” intersection, the intersection must have an average
score below 1.5.
In summary, our methodology for determining “at standard” and
“below standard” intersections is as follows:
Below Standard:
If one of the following is below standard:
● Crosswalks
● Curb Ramps
● Ped Signal
or if the average score of all the categories is 1.5 or greater, then
the intersection is below standard.
At Standard:
If all of the following is “at standard”:
● Crosswalks
● Curb Ramps
● Ped Signal
and the average score of all the categories is less than 1.5, then
the intersection is “at standard”.
Example of short form survey
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Recommendations for Transition Intersections
To account for changing geometries along Queens Boulevard at
the transition intersections, more detailed recommendations for
bus, bike, pedestrian, and vehicle activity were planned for both
short-term and long-term visions.
There are currently curbside neckdowns, or curb extensions that
extend from the sidewalk that limit the amount of road space at
certain intersections. These are valuable for limiting the crossing
distance for pedestrians, so we propose to simply end the
existing parking lanes adjacent to the median in the service lanes
to allow the the travel lane and the bike lane to shift to the left.
This will allow the vehicular and bike lane to continue through
the intersection, at which point they would both resume the
proposed alignment.
In regard to the bus route, in addition to considering the
changing the geometry, we suggest that the MTA consider
creating either a Q60 Limited Select Bus Service to the 6th most
used route in Queens route to ensure even more reliable and
faster service for those who rely on the route daily.4

Example of long form survey

4
Metropolitan Transportation Authority. Average Weekday MTA Bus
Ridership.
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Existing Conditions for Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues

112

Short-term Recommendations for Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues
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Short-term Recommendations for Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues
Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues
Bus Lane
West of Roosevelt and Greenpoint, we recommend an offset bus lane.
The westbound bus lane transitions from the mainline to a peak hours only bus lane adjacent to the sidewalk
at Roosevelt Avenue. Signalization will help facilitate the crossover between the cars in the service lanes and
the bus movement. The bus lane would continue like this until 32nd place where the westbound lanes split in
half. Bus and bike lanes could continue, but would require more intensive study.
The eastbound bus lane is similarly adjacent to the sidewalk during rush hours before reaching Greenpoint
Avenue. It eventually enters the express lane via the first slip lane immediately following 52nd Street

Bike Lane

Short Term
Recommendations

Vehicles

The bus lanes west of Roosevelt are only enforced during peak hour. During off-peak hours, the bus lane
serves as a parking lane to serve the many businesses of Sunnyside, and buses would operate in the lane
immediately adjacent to the parking lane. Having an peak hour bus lane represents an attempt to balance
competing interests in having a dedicated bus lane, parking for businesses, and dedicating enough lanes for
moving cars through the most heavily trafficked area of Queens Boulevard.
The westbound bike lane continues to run along the curb on the service road until Roosevelt where it merges
with the bus only lane and becomes a shared lane for a very short block. At the end of the block, a bike box
allows bicyclists to move to the other side of the roadbed to provide easy connections to the subway. Having
the bike lane along the median also provides a buffer and better visibility for pedestrians, who have reported
very little space between the curb ramp underneath the 7 train and the passing vehicles in the left lane.
The eastbound travel lane is located alongside the center median until reaching Roosevelt, where a bike box
allows cyclists to move to the other side of the roadbed and continue along Queens Boulevard along the
sidewalk.
The amount of lanes dedicated to moving vehicles is reduced from four lanes to three lanes.
The existing curbside parking west of Roosevelt would only be permitted during off-peak hours.
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Existing Conditions for Woodhaven Boulevard
at the Long Island Expressway
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Short-term Recommendations for Woodhaven Boulevard
at the Long Island Expressway
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Short-term Recommendations for Woodhaven Boulevard
at the Long Island Expressway
Woodhaven Boulevard and the Long Island Expressway
Bus Lane

Generally throughout the Retail Malls study area, we recommend main road bus lanes, situated along the median in the mainline.
Since, the express lanes on Queens Boulevard transition into an underpass between 57 Avenue to 62 Drive, prohibiting efficient bus stops in this
destination rich transit hub,the westbound bus lane would exit the express lane via the slip located between 62 Drive and 62 Avenue to become a
sidewalk adjacent bus lane in the service lanes. It would then re-enter the express lanes through the slip located near 90 Street.
In front of the Queens Center Mall, a pedestrian plaza would be installed between the buffered bike lane and bus lane to increase the space for those
waiting for local buses and to reduce the number of lanes the Q60 would have to cross to access the slip lane back to the mainline.
The eastbound bus lane would exit the express lane via the slip located between 57 Avenue and Woodhaven Boulevard. The eastbound bus lane
would remain at the curb until switching back to the express lane via the slip located between Elliot Avenue and 62 Avenue.

Bike Lane

The eastbound bus stop located at the southeast corner of Elliot Avenue and Queens Boulevard would be relocated to the southwest corner of Elliot
Avenue and Queens Boulevard to accommodate for the bike lane and bike box switching back over to the curbside (more details below).
The westbound bike lane remains at the curbside throughout the study area, except for the portion between Horace Harding Expressway and 92
Street, where the roadbed narrows. In this portion, the bike lane will relocate to the wide sidewalk to act as a shared space. The large, underutilized
space can accommodate both pedestrians and cyclists, and can even be utilized as a bike rack location to encourage convenient bike-to-subway commuting.
In the area in front of the Queen Center Mall, a stop sign (or other traffic control devices) for cyclists would be installed at the crossing where commuters exiting local buses would access the sidewalk to make it safer for both pedestrians and cyclists

Vehicles

The eastbound bike lane would remain curbside except for the stretch from the slip (between 57 Avenue and Woodhaven Boulevard) to Eliot Avenue,
where it would transition to be adjacent to the median to protect cyclists from vehicles entering the LIE and traffic turning right on to Woodhaven.
This does mean that the bike lane would cross the slip lane, but we think that one conflict point with special treatments (such as unique signing and
markings) is preferable to the uncertainty and several conflict points of keeping the lane adjacent to the sidewalk. The bike lane would then transition
back to the curbside with a bike box at the intersection of Queens Boulevard and Elliot Avenue.
The amount of moving lanes in the express road is reduced from six to four.
Channelization markings will be installed in the outer two moving lanes of the express underpass.
The service lane will include one travel lane in each direction (outside of the intersection with Woodhaven Boulevard, the LIE, and Elliot Avenue/
Horace Harding Expressway), which is either the same or reduced by one as compared to existing conditions.

Short Term
Recommendations

Pedestrians

During our street design survey, we noticed severe traffic congestion at the intersection of 92nd Street and Queens Boulevard, which is controlled by
a stop sign, yet many drivers do not acknowledge the stop or treat it as a yield Traffic comes from either two directions, the LIE eastbound off-ramp
and 92nd Street. We recommend to install a traffic signal at the intersection of 92nd Street and Queens Boulevard to allow pedestrians to cross safely
to access nearby subway entrances and stores and to decrease congestion of vehicles merging onto Queens Boulevard. Further, we suggestion that
92nd Street from 57th Avenue to the LIE off-ramp be converted from a two-way to a one-way eastbound. In addition, all markings should be refurbished.
We recommend that a designated pedestrian high visibility crosswalk be installed across Queens Boulevard under the LIE at Eliot Avenue/Horace
Harding Expressway Service Road as there is a noticeable desire path.
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Existing Conditions Recommendations for Yellowstone Boulevard
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Short-term Recommendations for Yellowstone Boulevard
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Short-term Recommendations for Yellowstone Boulevard
Yellowstone Boulevard
Bus Lane
The bus lane will be located along the median of the mainline to retain all of the advantages of rapid, frequent service that is gained by eliminating curbside conflicts.
Bike Lane
The bike lane will mostly be located along the sidewalk throughout Forest Hills, with the exception of the intersection of Yellowstone Boulevard, where there is something of an access road to the southern service lanes
where several business, a synagogue, and a post office are located. Here,we simply recommend to install an
additional lane on this access road to serve these places. This will be supplemental to the bike lane in the
service lanes that will serve “through” bike traffic.

Short Term
Recommendations

Vehicles

The supplemental bike lane rejoins the “express” lane just past 70th Road. There are several curb extensions
in Forest Hills (as well as other places along Queens Boulevard) that extend from the sidewalk. In the cases,
we recommend that the median side parking in the service lanes end early, and the travel and bike lanes shift
in tandem to pass through the intersection where it would then return to the base recommendation alignment.
There are generally two travel lanes in both direction in the mainline and one additional travel lane in the service lanes, as well as two lanes of parking in each direction in the service lanes.
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Long-term Recommendations for Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues
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Long-term Recommendations for Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues
Roosevelt and Greenpoint Avenues
Bus Lane
Continues from the center median along the Queens line
Passing Roosevelt, the bus lane runs alongside the elevated 7-train and tucks in between the center median and a two foot protective median, which will retain parking but allow for an unimpeded right of way for
buses.

Bike Lane

Vehicles

To allow boarding on the right hand side of the bus, the protective median opens to a pedestrian island
where the bus stop will be located. Parking is discontinued until after the bus stop. Stop location will coincide with subway stops, creating better connections between buses and trains.
As the Queens Line narrows approaching Roosevelt Avenue, the bike lanes merge into a two-way path
traversing Joe Sabba Park.
After passing through the park, the bike path continues underneath the elevated rail line, which is converted into a pedestrian plaza.
Moving lanes are reduced to 2 lanes going past Roosevelt Avenue.

Parking is made available on both sides of the street to make up for the loss of parking spaces underneath
the 7 train.
Pedestrians The area underneath the 7 train is closed to vehicles and serves as a public space.
Curb extensions from the sidewalks give pedestrians further protection from moving vehicles and reduce
the crossing distance.
Long Term
Recommendations

At non-bus stop locations, a curb extension from the center median of a couple of feet give pedestrians
even more space from passing vehicles
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Long-term Recommendations for Woodhaven Boulevard
at the Long Island Expressway

Long Term
Recommendations

Woodhaven Boulevard and the Long Island Expressway
Bus Lane
Both eastbound and westbound Q60 bus routes will be run in a protected bus lane to ensure quick and
reliable service. The placement of the bus lanes in the long term will be similar to that of the short term. Bus
pass lanes will be installed at major stops to relieve any bus congestion that may occur (as is true throughout the Queens Line).
Bike Lane
Both eastbound and westbound bike lanes will be protected to ensure the safety of cyclist. Differing from
the the short term set-up, the bike lane will be moved from the curb side to the center, allowing cyclists to
enjoy and experience the new Queens Line park.
Vehicles
There will generally be three moving lanes and two parking lanes in each direction.
Pedestrians The express underpass will be filled in to create continuity and to add more north-south crossings along
Queens Boulevard. While this process may initially be more expensive than preserving the underpass, more
space will be gained for all users of the new Queens Boulevard. The Queens Line park will become the centerpoint of the new Queens Boulevard, where protected bike and bus lanes buffer the new parkland from
the travel and parking lanes.
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Long-term Recommendations for Yellowstone Boulevard
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Long-term Recommendations for Yellowstone Boulevard
Yellowstone Boulevard
Bus Lane
The bus lanes will remain in the Queens Line base recommendation alignment, in the center of the road,
adjacent to the protected bike path and the Queens Line Park.

Bike Lane

At Yellowstone Boulevard, the bus will pass right through a newly proposed traffic circle, enjoying the same
signal prioritization that it has in every other section of the Queens Line.
The bike lane would follow the Queens Line base recommendation alignment, as well. Meaning cyclists will
travel in a concrete protected bike facility immediately adjacent to the Queens Line.
There will be ample opportunities to connect to other routes and transverse the Queens Line itself.
At Yellowstone Boulevard, the bike lanes will pass straight through the traffic circle with appropriate signaling to allow for safe navigation.

Vehicles

There will also be a protected bike lane on the newly shifted main road, accessible from the Queens Line
paths.
Vehicles will have the baseline of three travel lane and two parking lanes in each direction throughout most
Forest Hills.
At Yellowstone Boulevard, vehicles will enter a new traffic circle that will allow for movements at this intersection to be much safer for pedestrians, while not greatly affecting the operation of buses, bikes and the
flow of traffic. The space for the traffic circle will be created by shifting the road to hug the building line and
shifting MacDonald Park north.

Long Term
Recommendations

By moving traffic around a traffic circle, the higher speed crashes resulting from left turning vehicles will
greatly be diminished, as the vehicles must take sharper turns when they have the light, or will be stopped
in the process of turning.
Pedestrians While the distance from curb to curb isn’t changing drastically, pedestrians will greatly benefit from curb
extensions and the new traffic circle which will break up the distance to cross any section of roadway to 31
feet or less.
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APPENDIX IX: LONG-TERM VISION
Funding Sources

Other possible US DOT funding streams include the Surface
Transportation Program, the Transportation Alternatives Program
and more.6

City, State and Federal funding are available for projects that
encourage economic development and multi-modal transportation.
Funding opportunities for bus infrastructure, bicycle infrastructure,
pedestrian infrastructure, stormwater management, recreational
space and public art installations are funding categories that
the project could qualify for. For example, the EPA has federal
dollars available for nonpoint source-related funding specifically
for impervious stormwater runoff.5 This project not only can
serve as a transportation project, but also an environmental
project incorporating stormwater management infrastructure and
bioswales to help absorb water and create more greenspace.
The Federal, State and City DOT funding is available for pedestrian
and bicycle projects. TIGER (Transportation Investments
Generating Economic Recovery) dollars cover expenses like
putting bicycle lanes on roads, enhancing access to public transit,
buying bicycle racks, installing bridges/overcrossings for bicyclists
and/or pedestrians, bus shelters, crosswalks, curb cuts and more.
This grant is very versatile for implementing alternative modes of
transit. Other funding sources like the Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality Improvement Program fund similar items like the TIGER
grant, but mandates that funding can be applied to pedestrian
and bicycle-oriented projects as a part of a larger project to ensure
maximum impact of the funds.

5
United States of America. Environmental Protection Agency. “Nonpoint
Source-Related Funding Opportunities.” Accessible at: http://water.epa.gov/
polwaste/nps/funding.cfm Accessed: May 17, 2015

6
United States of America. United States Department of Transportation.
“Bicycle and Pedestrian Funding Opportunities: US Department of Transportation, Federal Transit, and Federal Highway Funds.” Accessible at: http://www.
fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/funding/funding_opportunities.
cfm Accessed: May 17, 2015
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Half Mile Buffer Along Queens Boulevard to Determine Nearby Park Space
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